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1 Executive Summary 

The King Island cattle industry is a significant proportion of the Tasmanian beef production 
industry, with its 80-100,000 head accounting for about 22% of the state’s cattle herd.  
However, as a share of the national herd of 29 million head, the King Island population is 
insignificant.  Its estimated annual slaughter of about 36,000 head is currently divided 
largely between two mainland Tasmanian processors, owned by JBS (at Longford) and 
Greenhams (Smithton).  Only very small numbers are slaughtered elsewhere in Australia. 
 
Since the closure of the JBS King Island abattoir in September 2012, local producers have 
been directly affected by the imposition of a new cost item in the supply chain – the live sea-
freight cost, currently assessed as $112 per head.  Competition between the two processors 
for quality King Island product reportedly does, however, offers some significant premium 
over prices available to other Tasmanian producers. 
 
King Island offers ideal conditions for growing out light young grass-fed animals well suited 
to the domestic market.  Its clean, green credentials are well-valued in Australia, though less 
well-known overseas and less likely to generate maximum value in the export market. 
 
The geographic isolation and small scale of the local industry offer important arguments 
against the success of a new abattoir on an unspecified site, to replicate the service and 
prices previously available to the local producers.  The ability of the competitor processors 
to place pressure on a new operation is also real.  Any attempt to build a new facility and 
operate it according to traditional principles will suffer in head to head competition.  Any 
new development will need to be built as part of a new supply chain with a degree of 
independence, and the potential to capture more of the value inherent in the King Island 
name. 
 
A new supply chain would be built on the understanding that the key to the success of the 
product is in the marketing, rather than simply the processing.  A local processor would 
generate savings to the producers through lower freight costs and reduced animal welfare 
and stress-related losses, but would face cost disadvantages relative to the competition.   
 
A processing facility operating in partnership with a beef production company with a strong 
marketing strategy would have more chance of survival.   
 
A new facility capable of processing up to 40,000 head per year would cost about $30m to 
build, and an estimated $14m per year to operate.  A smaller facility, targeted at about 
20,000 head, would still cost an estimated $26m to construct.  A small stock processing line, 
if developed as part of a beef abattoir, would cost an additional estimated $1.5-2.0m, or 5-
7% of the total cost, and provide an effective 3% additional product capacity. 
 
An operating cost model, designed for this study, suggests that the commercial viability of 
such a facility would depend on the ability to reliably capture a very large share of the 
available annual turn-off, and to command premium prices for the prime cuts suited to the 
higher end of the retail and restaurant trades.  Fragmentation of slaughter turn-off between 
rival processors would not allow the local facility to succeed. 
 
Operational costing results based on different throughput assumptions are summarised 
here.  Cost recovery is a simple indicator of financial viability, calculated by expressing the 
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modelled difference between total annual costs and revenues for a traditional abattoir 
operation, as a percentage of modelled operating cost. 

           

 
 

 
This is not a full financial analysis, rather an indicative comparison between costs and 
revenues for a theoretical new  abattoir constructed on King Island.  On these numbers, an 
abattoir capturing throughput of 31,400 head per year would modestly exceed break-even 
levels.  Higher volumes would be needed to push into attractively positive returns. 
 
Conservative cattle prices and wholesale meat prices have been factored in here, as it is 
important not to base the assessment on optimistic assumptions. 
 

Scenario 1 - no premium prices

cattle type total total total

cattle numbers 20,000 31,400 39,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $973.88 $912.14 $924.17

total operating cost $533.37 $428.78 $400.49

Total revenue $1,223.95 $1,196.19 $1,183.02

Sales revenue less cost -$283.29 -$144.73 -$141.64

Results - annual

cattle cost $19,477,500 $28,641,264 $36,042,714

operating cost $10,667,368 $13,463,620 $15,619,079

product sales $24,479,099 $37,560,311 $46,137,815

Sales revenue less costs -$5,665,768 -$4,544,573 -$5,523,978

profit/loss as % operating cost -53% -34% -35%

Scenario 2 - some premium prices

cattle type total total total

cattle numbers 20,000 31,400 39,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $973.88 $912.14 $924.17

total operating cost $533.37 $428.78 $400.49

Total revenue $1,429.49 $1,367.68 $1,375.41

Sales revenue less cost -$77.75 $26.76 $50.75

Results - annual

cattle cost $19,477,500 $28,641,264 $36,042,714

operating cost $10,667,368 $13,463,620 $15,619,079

product sales $28,589,854 $42,945,096 $53,641,089

Sales revenue less costs -$1,555,014 $840,213 $1,979,296

profit/loss as % operating cost -15% 6% 13%
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Based on this analysis, a standalone traditional abattoir would not be able to succeed 
commercially, as it would not realistically be able to rely on the historically high supply 
numbers constantly required. 
 
Improved supply consistency and reliability will be needed, through the development of a 
new supply chain, rather than simply an abattoir. 
 
One very important pre-requisite for this to occur is a high degree of co-operation and 
cohesion between the King Island producers to ensure access to the maximum numbers of 
cattle.  The producer community will need to develop a commercial structure that would 
provide institutional incentives to strongly support the local business.   
 
Options for business models based on a consolidation of producer capacity include, among 
others: 
 
- a marketing and processing company with two-class shareholding structure, under which 
producers control the strategic function and activities via B-class shareholdings. 
 
- a producer co-operative to manage marketing and processing 
 
- a joint venture with either a major player at the retail end of the supply chain, or an 
existing Tasmanian or Victorian processor 
 

Next steps 

 
A pre-cursor to any efforts to attract investors in an abattoir is a program to explore the 
potential for co-operation between producers under various potential models.  The 
agreement of a significant number of producers would be critical to the decision to proceed.   
 
There could be key roles for the state, the King Island Council and the beef industry 
representative groups to gauge the level of producer support and help producers initiate 
this process. 

 

Recommendations for further investigation 

 
The next stage of this investigation should include detailed analysis of the options for 
producers to capture more of the value of their ‘brand’, through more innovative 
engagement with key marketing and supply chain players. 
 
The various means by which King Island producers could consolidate a level of ‘guaranteed’ 
supply to assist potential investing partners should also be explored.  Additional research 
and consideration into a strategic approach by the producers with assistance from all state, 
regional and local agencies with a stake in the outcome could be undertaken. 
 
Issues for proposed investigation include: 
 

 assess alternative commercial and legal structures through which producers could 
consolidate cattle supply for marketing and processing purposes, and recommend a 
preferred model 
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 develop a draft Memorandum of Understanding that producers wishing to 
participate in efforts to consolidate supply and ultimately attract investors could 
sign to demonstrate clear intent 
 

 develop and assess a range of potential business models for achieving the most 
appropriate commercial relationship between producers, marketers and processing 
functions as a precursor to an investor attraction effort 
 

 design an investment attraction plan, including identification of investor groups best 
suited to the proposed business model and prepare documentation supporting the 
plan 
 

 leverage existing state and regional trade and development agencies to maximise 
assistance in the creation of an improved supply chain, including marketing and 
infrastructure assistance 
 

 co-ordinate investment attraction initiatives with any opportunities under the 
Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme so as to provide maximum available net 
benefit to King Island producers, in view of the proposed business model and 
investment attraction process 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Commissioning of this report 

 
This report is produced in response to the invitation from the Tasmanian Department of 
Economic Development, Tourism and the Arts (DEDTA) to undertake a study into the 
feasibility of establishing an abattoir on King Island, following the closure of the former King 
Island beef cattle abattoir in September 2012. 
 
The report has been commissioned by the King Island Abattoir Feasibility Steering Group 
(KIAFSG) which is overseeing the feasibility into an abattoir being re-established on King 
Island as one activity under the new King Island Partnership Agreement between the state 
government and the King Island Council.  This section of the Agreement is a commitment to 
work with King Island beef producers and other stakeholders to assess the feasibility of 
establishment of a new abattoir and to try to attract an appropriate proponent. 
 
Felix Domus was commissioned in March 2013 to undertake research on the issue and 
produce a report for the consideration of the KIAFSG. 
 

2.2 Aims 

The main aim of this report is to assess the ability of a possible new beef abattoir operation 
to prosper in the current and future expected market environment for King Island beef 
products. 
 
The focus of the study is the potential for a new operator to develop the facility, and 
maximise its potential commercial performance through a thorough understanding of the 
global market, the beef industry value chain, and the location of King Island within the global 
and domestic supply chains. 
 
 

2.3 Scope of report 

The report is focused on the King Island beef cattle industry, and also addresses the costs 
associated with  the processing of other species, including lambs and bobby calves. 
 
The main focus is on the potential of the King Island name to be leveraged to the maximum 
extent in the market, so that any available premium price value can be captured.  In order to 
do so, the value chain for beef and other meat products is to be assessed in detail. 
 
As part of this assessment, the composition of the current herd is examined, and any 
modifications to the herd and to current cattle raising processes that might improve the 
marketability of the products are to be identified. 
 
The estimated cost of constructing and operating a new abattoir are also to be set out in this 
analysis.  No particular site has been nominated in the terms of reference for this study, so 
this work is generic in nature, although local cost issues are to be taken into account as far 
as possible. 
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3 Background 

 

3.1 The Australian beef cattle industry 

 
The Australian beef industry is a major agricultural and manufacturing sector in the 
Australian economy, generating about $7 billion in farm production earnings annually, of 
which about two thirds is derived from export sales.   
 
Beef production is the most important of the livestock industry sectors in Australia, as 
illustrated in Table 1Error! Reference source not found. 
 
Table 1 – Value of Australian cattle and beef production 2008 - 2014 
 

 
 
Cattle slaughtering generates a total value of almost $7 billion, a steady 53% of livestock 
sales value (including live export).  Over the period 2009-2014, however, the scale of 
livestock sales revenue has declined from 18% to 16% of total farm production, which 
includes cropping activities and is therefore more responsive to variations in climatic 
conditions. 
 
The national cattle herd consists of about 29.5 million head, up from 28.5 million in 2011.  
Over 90% of these cattle are beef cattle – about 27 million in 2012.  Dairy cattle are 
concentrated into Victoria, SE South Australia, Tasmania, coastal NSW and SW Western 
Australia.  The northern Australian herd is a more homogenous beef herd. 
 
The herd is increasing in size, continuing the recovery following the recent extended drought, 
and is expected to stay at roughly this level to 2017. 

($m) 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 2008–09 2013–14

(est) (forecast)

Slaughterings

Cattle and calves 6,806         6,567         7,164         7,244         6,944         6,894         53.0% 52.5%

Sheep 428             499             484             383             284             279             3.3% 2.1%

Lambs 1,725         1,832         2,029         1,950         1,691         1,698         13.4% 12.9%

Pigs 976             965             919             934             924             935             7.6% 7.1%

Poultry 1,862         1,785         2,077         2,078         2,157         2,291         14.5% 17.4%

Live exports

Cattle exported live 646             701             660             651             595             605             5.0% 4.6%

Sheep exported live 340             298             348             345             214             252             2.6% 1.9%

Other 51               77               113             140             160             175             0.4% 1.3%

Total l ivestock 12,834       12,722       13,795       13,725       12,970       13,129       100% 100%

Livestock products 

Wool    1,806         1,928         2,673         2,857         2,379         2,764         

Milk 3,988         3,371         3,932         3,986         3,663         3,794         

Eggs 447             428             572             578             588             600             

Honey and beeswax 86               80               66               79               82               85               

Total livestock products 6,326         5,807         7,243         7,500         6,712         7,243         

Total farm production 41,929       39,665       46,914       48,992       46,780       47,653       18% 16%

% cattle and beef of 

total farm production
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About 8,000,000 cattle and calves are slaughtered in Australia each year, and a further 
600,000 head were exported live in 2012, equating to a national ‘turn-off’ rate of about 32% 
annually. 
 
Table 2 below summarises key statistical measures describing the composition of the 
Australian beef cattle industry at end 2012.  The table is populated with data collected from 
various sources including Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) publications, ABS statistics, and 
Commonwealth Dept of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) statistics.  There are some 
minor differences between the datasets, but the information aligns closely enough for 
descriptive purposes. 
 
 
Table 2 - Australian beef cattle industry snapshot 2012 
 

 
 
National beef production is 2.2 million tonnes per year, measured in carcase weight, which 
includes the bones of the animal, after it has been skinned and eviscerated.  Export volumes 
are measured in the databases as either carcase weight (cwt) or shipped weight (sw), which 
is the smaller number reflecting further processing of the carcase (ie boning) for packaging, 
sale and transport. 
 
National beef and veal exports in 2012 were 1.42m tonnes (cwt) and 0.96m tonnes (sw).  
Exports make up 65% of the national production of beef.  Domestic consumption accounts 
for 730,000 tonnes, and the average annual consumption per head of Australian population 

2012 2017 forecast

national herd

beef cattle 27,000,000         27,100,000                     

dairy cattle 2,500,000           2,500,000                       

total herd 29,500,000         29,600,000                     

slaughterings

cattle 7,400,000           8,200,000                       

calves 630,000               750,000                          

total slaughter 8,030,000           8,950,000                       

average weight (kg)

cattle 288                       280                                  

calves 62                         60                                     

live export (head) 640,000               700,000                          

beef production (tonnes) (cwt) 2,167,000           2,341,000                       

beef distribution

exports (tonnes)

carcass weight (cwt) 1,417,000           1,544,000                       

shipped weight (sw) 963,800              1,050,000                       

domestic consumption (cwt) 730,000               778,000                          

consumption per head (Aust) (kg) 32.1                      31.7                                 
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is 32.1kg.  The industry expects domestic consumption to grow with population growth, 
although average consumption will drop to 31.7kg within 5 years. 
 
Live export accounted for 640,000 head in 2012, which is down from 694,000 in 2011, and 
the peak number of about 950,000 in 2009.  About 40,000 of these cattle are estimated to 
have been dairy cattle for breeding purposes, exported particularly from Portland, Victoria.  
The future of live export trade depends greatly on the regulatory environment and the policy 
of Indonesia, but MLA is currently forecasting growth to 700,000 head by 2017. 
 
 

3.1 Tasmanian beef industry 

 
The importance and scale of the Tasmanian industry can be understood with reference to 
Table 3, which breaks key data down by state. 
 
The numbers illustrate the small scale of the Tasmanian and King Island cattle industry 
relative to the largest producer states, Queensland and NSW.  Tasmania accounts for 2.4% of 
the national herd, and King Island supports about 22% of the Tasmanian total herd. 
 
Table 3 – Beef industry characteristics by state - 2012 
 

 
Source – DAFF Red Meat Statistics 

 
Note – beef production is measured by DAFF by carcase weight, whereas exports are measured in 
shipped weight (the weight of the packaged meat) which is on average about 30% less.  Calculation of 
export volumes relative to production are estimates based on this ratio.  There is also some doubt 
about the accuracy of DAFF statistics relating to Tasmanian export vs domestic distribution due to the 

Australia NSW Vic Tas Qld SA WA NT

28.6               5.7            4.0            0.7          12.6           1.3            2.1             2.2            

100% 19.9% 14.0% 2.4% 44.1% 4.5% 7.3% 7.7%

Australia NSW Vic Tas Qld SA WA NT

bulls,steers 4,132            899           538           66           2,238         212           189           -            

cows,heifers 3,170            656           753           122         1,282         169           193           -            

calves 641                200           296           46           97              3                1                -            

all  cattle 7,942            1,755       1,587        234         3,617         384           383           -            

beef production 2,098,065    441,981   337,002   53,222   1,062,667 106,804   98,899      -            

calculated beef/animal (kg) (cwt) 264               252          212          227        294           278          258           

state share of national slaughter 100% 21% 16% 3% 51% 5% 5%

Red meat exports by state of 

production (tonnes) Australia NSW Vic Tas Qld SA WA NT

Beef and Veal 963,536        163,449   137,153   24,301   576,986    45,301     16,346      -            

Lamb, mutton + other 505,631        110,475   163,343   6,998     94,273      84,401     46,141      -            

Total 1,469,167    273,924   300,496   31,299   671,259    129,702   62,487      -            

export % of state production (est) 68% 54% 60% 67% 80% 62% 24% -            

Exports by Port Total Sydney Melbourne Brisbane Adelaide Fremantle

Beef and Veal 950,544        80,400     217,782   n/a 621,060    15,292     15,790      n/a

Lamb, mutton + other 519,033        79,213     230,268   n/a 120,062    44,969     44,741      n/a

Total 1,469,577    159,613   448,050   -          741,122    60,261     60,531      -            

% state beef and veal export prod 99% 49% 159% 108% 34% 97% -            

l ive export (2011) 694,429        2,242       92,704     -          63,573      9,219        256,420   270,271   

2012 slaughter volumes by state 

('000 head)

National cattle herd 2011 (mill ion 

head)
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complexity of data collection relating to the use of domestic Bass Strait shipping into Melbourne for 
both market destinations. 

 
The Port of Melbourne exports more beef than is produced in Victoria, since it is the 
dominant port for production from southern NSW, SE South Australia as well as Tasmania.  
International shipping lines do not call at Tasmanian ports. 
 
Tasmania can be considered in some ways as part of the SE Australian beef industry (and 
market) in so far as its main domestic markets are in the urban areas, and export markets are 
accessed via the Port of Melbourne.  The Tasmanian herd is only 700,000, and annual 
slaughter numbers are 234,000 (33%).  Tasmanian production in 2012 is estimated at 53,000 
tonnes, of which an estimated 68% was exported via Melbourne.  The remainder (32%) was 
therefore consumed locally and in mainland Australian cities and towns. 
 
The Tasmanian herd is categorized in three districts, as outlined in the MLA map (see 
separate attachment).  The North-west district includes King Island and the two existing 
processors at Smithton and Longford, and accounts for half of the state’s herd (340,000 
head).  Most of the remainder is in the North-east district of the state. 
 
The King Island herd is currently estimated at 80-100,000, with an annual turn-off of up to 
39,000.  Prior to the JBS closure, the JBS plant took 28,000 head per year, with up to 12,000 
head going to Greenhams at Smithton and to feedlots 
 
National statistics indicate that the Tasmanian herd has a higher percentage of calves than 
elsewhere in the country. 
 
The graph at Figure 1 below, provided by Tas Dept of Primary Industries (DPIPWE), shows 
typical monthly distribution of cattle movements into the JBS King Island and Greenhams 
plants in the years prior to the plant closure.  Monthly volumes are reasonably steady 
compared with seasonality problems that arise in Northern Australia, but there is a dip in late 
winter. 
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Figure 1- Average King Island cattle turn-off (2008-12) 
 

 
Note – DPIPWE advises that the lines across the chart are simply connecting the 60%, 70% and 80% 
points on each bar so that these percentages can be converted to cattle numbers.  They do not 
measure any actual MSA performance. 

 
 
No detail is yet available on the split of King Island cattle numbers sent to the two remaining 
Tasmanian abattoirs since September 2012.  Anecdotal evidence is that JBS Longford and 
Greenhams remain the only two viable options for King Island producers, due largely to 
shipping schedules and costs, which do not favour the movement of live cattle to Melbourne 
or other Victorian (or international) processor destinations. 
 
 

3.2 Global trade conditions and forecasts 

The Australian beef industry is characterized by steady production output and demand, from 
local and international markets.  Seasonal climatic conditions result in variable output 
volumes and financial performance of farms in particular regions, but overall national 
production and marketing patterns differ little from year to year. 
 
Australia exports two thirds of its annual beef and veal production into an international 
market characterized by steady global population growth offset by reducing per capita 
consumption of red meat in traditional markets.  Population growth and rising levels of 
affluence in Asia and Latin America are contributing to demand growth, but this is balanced 
out by economic stagnation and falling consumption rates in established first world markets. 
 
Australia’s most significant international markets are the USA, Japan and South Korea, 
together accounting for about 70% of our export trade.  The latest forecasts suggest a 
weakening of Japanese demand, due to low consumer growth and increased access for USA 
beef producers.  Conversely, exports to the USA and South Korea are tipped to increase 
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slightly due to falling domestic production in those countries.  Beef production in Brazil and 
India, two major exporter nations, is also increasing, placing competitive pressure on 
Australian exporters. 
 
Australia will also quite probably experience reduced exports of both beef and live cattle to 
Indonesia as it progresses towards its 90% self-sufficiency target. 
 
The Australian industry has suffered reduced returns as a by-product of the country’s relative 
economic strength since the GFC in 2008.  The local currency has appreciated by about 45% 
against the US dollar since then, which has adversely affected farms returns for all export-
oriented sectors.  Most recent forecasts have assumed similar currency exchange rates into 
the future.  In early May 2013, however, currency markets began to factor in a lower 
Australian dollar due to the forecast fall in commodity prices that have underpinned recent 
economic growth.   If this transpires, price outcomes for local producers will be better than 
indicated in the table below. 
 
Table 4 – summary of forecast beef prices and volumes 2013-2018 
 

 
Sourced from – ABARES Agricultural Commodities March 2013 
 

 
The potential for China to emerge as a destination for Australian beef is a bright spot, as 
indicated in the growth figures shown in the Graph at Figure 2. 
 
Volumes are very small, however, and there will be competition from other exporters to 
exploit growing Chinese protein consumption patterns. 
 
 
 
 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18

Saleyard Price (c/kg) nominal 324 329 305 295 290 285 285 288

real 340 337 305 288 276 265 258 255

cattle numbers (m) all cattle 28.5 29.1 28.8 28.6 28.5 28.5 28.6 28.6

beef cattle 25.9 26.4 26.1 25.9 25.8 25.8 25.9 26

slaughterings 8.1           7.9           8.1           8.4           8.6           8.7           8.8           8.8           

beef and veal (mt) production 2.13         2.12         2.12         2.25         2.30         2.33         2.35         2.30         

annual consumption kg / person 33.9 31.9 32.8 33.6 33.6 33.9 33.8 31.3

to US 160 205 230 250 260 270 275 275

to Japan 351 326 305 290 280 275 270 270

to Sth Korea 139 123 133 140 145 150 150 150

other 287 294 307 320 340 340 345 345

total 937 948 975 1000 1025 1035 1040 1040

export value ($m) nominal 4,328$    4,467$    4,605$    4,720$    4,787$    4,813$    4,836$    4,857$    

real 4,536$    4,576$    4,605$    4,604$    4,556$    4,469$    4,381$    4,293$    

l ive cattle ($m) nominal 728$       579$       450$       450$       465$       480$       500$       520$       

export volume                         

('000 tonnes)
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Figure 2– Growth in Australian beef and veal exports to China 
 

 
 
The future of the live export trade remains cloudy, following the step reduction in volume 
that has occurred since the short term ban on exports to Indonesia in mid-2011.  While 
current forecasts show the trade recovering to some extent over the next few years, it will 
remain susceptible to interruption while ever abattoirs in South East Asia and the Middle East 
do not meet the standards now required by the Australian government. 
 
Any long term reduction in the live export trade will create severely adverse conditions for 
pastoralists in Northern Australia, but have limited impact elsewhere.  Of significance, 
however, is development of a large abattoir near Darwin by AACo, one of Australia’s largest 
pastoral companies, which, if completed, will add new quantities of beef to Australia’s export 
volume, with a potential impact on the prices and markets available to southern Australian 
exporters. 
 
As at early May 2013, construction of this development has been suspended, possibly due to 
difficulties in capital raising due to the impact on the company of the failure of the northern 
wet season. 
 
Overall, ABARES is currently predicting a tightening of the market over the next 5 years, with 
increases in global production exceeding demand growth such that the ‘saleyard’ prices 
available to the Australian producer will fall from $3.05/kg to $2.55/kg in real terms – a 
reduction of 16%.  While the scale of this reduction is significant, it is the product of many 
assumptions and may already be out of date.  It does however suggest that producers cannot 
rely on any improvement in current prices, and that downside risk outweighs upside risk at 
present. 
 
The impact of changes in the terms of trade would also have varying effects in different 
regions, with probably the heaviest impacts on the viability of remote pastoral grazing areas 
in Northern and western Australia, more so than the ‘agricultural’ regions of Southern 
Australia.  Some country may become more marginal, and slip out of productive use, thus 
reducing the supply of cattle into the market. 
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The importance of capitalizing on natural advantages, such as the reputation of King Island 
produce, is very important in this marketing climate. 
 

3.3 King Island history and context 

Beef production on King Island commenced in 1955, with the development of the multi-
species abattoir by the state government, via the King Island Abattoir Board.  To that point, 
dairying was the major agricultural industry on the Island. 
 
The abattoir was developed to handle post-war livestock production growth and initially 
catered for the slaughter of lambs, pigs and cattle.  Carcases were flown to mainland 
Australia from the neighbouring airport.   
 
Annual cattle kill numbers from this period were around 6,000 per year.  This figure 
gradually increased to 28,000 head as the cattle herd grew from 20,000 head in 1966 to 
about 100,000 by 1996.  During this time the abattoir was commercialized and supporting 
infrastructure was put into place (eg development of the port at Grassy and connection to 
the Hydro Tasmania electricity grid) to facilitate domestic and export trading. 
 
Difficulties in dealing with all three species led to the closure of the lamb and pigmeat 
product lines during the 1980s. 
 
The first private owners (King Island Export Meats Pty Ltd) failed in 1985, and ownership 
passed to RJ Gilbertson, who undertook expansion of the plant in the 1990s, with a boning 
room and extra chiller capacity, which created the impetus for production growth.  The 
business was sold to SBA Foods in 1996, which focused on marketing product into Japan 
until the business was bought by Tasman Group.  This company switched the marketing 
focus to the Australian market, including development of a relationship with Coles 
supermarkets.   The business was then acquired by JBS Swift in 2008, with its acquisition of 
the Tasman Group’s six Australian plants. 
 
Under JBS management, the relationship with Coles was further developed, but profitability 
and viability of the abattoir was always problematic.  The state government was involved at 
various stages in assisting JBS to keep the plant open and improve viability, but JBS 
eventually closed the facility in September 2012. 
 

3.4 King Island cattle herd profile 

 
There are about 120 beef cattle raising properties on King Island, covering about 50,000 
hectares of pasture land.  A further 12 dairy farms are interspersed across the island, 
primarily serving the King Island Dairy, 8km to the north of Currie. 
 
The King Island cattle herd profile is a significant aspect of the local beef industry and a 
contributing determinant of processor viability.  The cattle herd is focused on a range of 
genetic material, namely Bos Taurus beef breeds such as Angus and Hereford.  There is also 
a small number (about 5,700) of dairy cows and calves, mostly Jerseys and Friesians.  Dairy 
cattle make up about 5% of the total cattle herd. 
 
In developing the herd profile we have relied on assistance from the farming community and 
state government agencies as well as ABS data.  The size and make-up of the herd vary over 
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time in response to climatic events, marketing trends, buyer behaviours and significant 
supply chain events such as the closure of the King Island abattoir. 
 
The most recent ABS Agricultural Commodities Survey publication (Catalogue 71210) 
indicates an estimated herd of 98,000 beef cattle on King Island at June 2011.  The survey 
outcomes are summarized in Table 5 below: 

 
Table 5 - ABS Livestock numbers 2010/11 –Tasmania 

 

 
Source – ABS Agricultural Commodities June 2011 - Cat 71210 
Note – some figures have been slightly modified due to gaps in the ABS tables due to statistical uncertainty 

 
These figures indicate the importance of King Island as a cattle producing area within 
Tasmania, accounting for about 22% of the state’s meat cattle, and more than 40% of the 
North-western region. 
 
The make-up of the herd is reasonably consistent with the state average, based on the 
categories used by ABS in its surveys. 
 
A recently concluded survey of producers by DPIPWE (2013) estimated a smaller current 
herd size of 78,000, albeit from a 51% survey response rate.   No doubt herd numbers 
change from year to year due to market conditions and climatic variations. 
 
Historical data, in analysis provided as a resource for this study, suggests an annual turnoff 
of about 35,000 cattle for slaughter.  Up to 28,000 head per year were slaughtered on King 
Island, and in more recent times, an average estimated 8,000 were transported live from the 
island for slaughter at Greenhams, Smithton, and occasionally elsewhere in mainland 
Australia.  These slaughter numbers support the ABS herd estimate of around 98,000 head, 
although this total may be overstated according to the more recent survey evidence.  
 
For the purposes of our commercial analysis, we have estimated a total herd of 80,000 and 
profile as per Table 6 below, based on consultation with DPIPWE staff and members of the 
King Island farming community. 
 
  

King 

Island

Remainder 

of NW 

Region

Total NW 

Region

Remainder 

of 

Tasmania

Total 

Tasmania

King 

Island
Tasmania

Bulls 1,808 3,183 4,991 6,420 11,411 2% 2%

Calves 34,692 26,901 61,593 75,506 137,099 35% 29%

Cows and heifers 44,786 44,270 89,056 129,661 218,717 45% 47%

Other 17,285 36,200 53,485 46,191 99,676 18% 21%

Total 98,571 110,555 209,126 257,457 466,583 100% 100%

% of state herd 21% 45% 55% 100%

Head Herd make-up
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Table 6– King Island herd breakdown assumptions 
 

 
 
This profile indicates some useful features of the King Island herd relative to typical 
Australian herds. 
 
The percentage of ‘older’ and ‘other’ cattle is approximately half that of most mainland 
Australian regions and can be attributed to the unique growing and environmental 
conditions on the Island, which help ensure consistent turn off of younger animals.  Reliable 
rainfall, cool conditions and high-yielding pastures thus help King Island produce some of the 
best  beef in the country. 
 
The King island cattle raising industry is basically a combined breeding and fattening 
operation, confined within single farming enterprises. Whilst this operational model is also 
practiced in some areas on the mainland, breeding programs are usually conducted on less 
productive country, with cattle transferred to holdings in better country for fattening.  On 
King Island, there is no such geographical separation of breeding country from fattening 
country, hence the integration of these practices on most properties. 
 
The King Island seasonal conditions allow for the import of young store cattle, purchased 
from Victorian breeding operations and sent to King Island for finishing, taking advantage of 
the natural grasses and additional production capacity that follows the spring flush. It is 
estimated that some 4,000 cattle per annum are imported, fattened and then sold for 
slaughter along with the locally bred cattle, though this figure would vary from year to year. 

King island herd %

total bulls 1,600      2%

total breeding cows 44,000    55%

older other cattle 4,000      5%

Total steers & heifers 30,400    38%

Total cattle 80,000    100%

Years

bull replacement (annual) 400          4

cow replacement  (annual) 4,889      9

 breeding % 39,600    90%

Annual slaughter sales

steers 18,733    

heifers 14,244    

bulls 400          

cows 4,889      

others 1,333      

Total cattle available for sale 39,600    
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The herd profile suggests there are potentially 39,000 cattle available for slaughter each 
year, of which most are young steers and heifers in the Yearling (Y) and Young Beef (YG) 
product categories.  These categories describe well finished animals with typical carcase 
weight of 250 to 285 kgs (HSCW), under 2.5 years of age and very suitable for the domestic 
and export markets.  
 
This annual turn-off rate (50%) is high relative to other cattle raising regions, particularly in 
northern Australia. 
 

4 Ausmeat Beef and Veal categorisation 

 

4.1 Ausmeat Language 

 
The Ausmeat language and classification system is used to standardise the terms used to 
describe animal types and meat characteristics, for the benefit of all supply chain 
participants and consumers.  Table 7 below outlines the basic categories used in the 
Ausmeat system, and the most common alternative categories likely to be used in the sale of 
King Island cattle. 
 
Table 7 – Ausmeat beef cattle categories and definitions 

 

  
 
Note:  Ossification is a more accepted trait which defines age in premium cattle. King Island cattle 
tend to have lower ossification compared to same age cattle elsewhere. 

 
Key points  

1. The King Island cattle profile provides for a full range of beef protein 

2. The King Island cattle herd is more productive than the Australian mainland herd 

3. That the yearling and young beef categories are the dominant product 

 

Cipher teeth weight SSC in male

Beef A 0-8 all weights No

Bull B 0-8 all weights Yes

Veal V 0 < 150kg No

Cipher teeth age SSC in male

Yearling Y 0 < 18 months No

Young beef YG 0-2 < 30 months No

Ox PR 0-7 < 42 months No

Cow C 0-8 all ages

Basic categories

Alternate categories
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4.2 Primal cut definition 

Information in this section is derived from the Handbook of Australian Meat, Aus-Meat,7th 
edition  
 
The bovine carcase anatomical definition and muscle groups classification discussed here 
has been adopted by the Australian meat and livestock industry and is written using 
internationally accepted language that describes primal cuts related to customer 
specification. There are over 100 separate muscles in a bovine carcase that can be presented 
in various forms to meet a particular customer requirement. 
 
The chart at Figure 3 shows the major beef primal cuts and sub primal cuts that are derived 
from the carcase. 
 
Figure 3– Major beef cuts 

 
 

The carcase can be divided up into three major parts that are used commercially to describe 
those muscle groups generically. 
 
Loin cuts – are sold as a table meat item or centre of the plate item thus demanding the 
highest price of all of the muscle groups. The mass of these cuts represents only 
approximately 8% of the total weight of the carcase, but earns over 30% of the total value of 
the carcase.  Processors often seek to sell these products into the non-retail, hotel and 
restaurant trade to extract the greatest value 
 
The specific primal cuts that are defined as loin cuts are: 
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 Tenderloin - HAM 2150. This primal consists of three muscles and is located 

on the ventral surface of the lumbar vertebrae and lateral portion of the 

Ilium. The primal is also called  the eye fillet 

 

 Striploin - HAM 2140.  The main muscle of this primal cut is the M 

longissimus dorsi and is removed by a cut at the lumbosacral junction to the 

ventral portion of the flank.  The bone in Shortloin is the combination of the 

both the tenderloin and striploin and is sold as a T bone steak. 

 

 Cube Roll - HAM 2244.  This primal is located in the dorsal region of the back 

and the main muscle is the M Longissimus dorsi and associated muscles 

underlying in the dorsal aspect of the thoracic ribs. This primal is also called 

the Scotch fillet. 

Butt cuts – are generally sold into the manufacturing and retail markets for value adding 
either as a corned product, mince, or reformed product such as cured and fermented 
products. The Rump is more of a table meat product and has a special place in the hotel and 
restaurant trade  of the domestic market.  
 
The specific primal cuts that are defined as butt cuts are: 
 

 Topside / Inside – HAM 2000/2010.  The topside/inside is derived from the 

caudal medial aspect of  the femur bone and is attached to the Os coxae  (H 

bone). These muscle groups are sold as roasting, stewing and grilling items. 

 

 Silverside/Outside – HAM 2020/2030.  Located caudal /lateral to the femur 

bone and consisting of long broad fibrous muscles. These muscle groups are 

roasted or pickled and sold as corned beef. 

 

 Knuckle/ Thick Flank - HAM 2060/2070.  The main group of muscles known 

as the quadriceps, lateral to the Femur bone. These muscle groups are 

served as a grilling steak, slow cooking and popular in Asian food due to 

thelow  fat to lean content.  

 

 Rump /Sirloin Butt – HAM 2090/2081.  Derived from the ilium portion of 

the hip bone and the M gluteus group of muscles, being the major portion 

of the primal cut. A traditional table meat product though its eating quality 

can vary. 

Forequarter cuts – are sold seasonally as they are mainly slow cook items with demand in 
the winter months (northern and southern hemispheres) hence they are often traded on the 
spot market. From the cow and bull categories the forequarter meat will be sold on a 
chemical lean basis (fat to meat ratio) into the manufacturing / grinding market segment of 
the USA and domestically. 
 
The specific primal cuts that are defined as forequarter cuts are: 
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 Clod/Blade - HAM 2300. The blade lies caudal (ie towards the tail) to the 

humerus bone and below the spine of the scapula and comprises of a large 

portion of the M triceps group of muscles. This primal can be served as a 

table meat (grilling) and in slow cooking dishes. 

 

 Chuck HAM - HAM 2260. This group of muscles is located at the cranial end 

of the forequarter and along the spinal column.  This muscle group has a 

variety of muscles that will eat very well as grilling and or slow cook dishes. 

Very popular in Japan and Korea for their traditional food dishes such as 

Shadu Shadu  and Skiyaki  (thinly sliced and boiled). 

 

 Brisket  - HAM 2323.  Derived from the chest and belly region of the 

forequarter with the main muscles being the M pectoralis profundus and 

superficialis which can be sliced very thinly and served as a BBQ item. 

 

 Chuck tender - HAM 2310. Chuck is a conical shape muscle lying lateral to 

the blade bone on the cranial side of the blade ridge. Sold into the USA 

market almost exclusively as a grilling item. 

The specific primal cuts that are defined as forequarter are: 
 

 Flank steak, Tri Tip, Flap meat, Inside Skirt, Intercostal, Thick and Thin 

shirt, Topside cap HAM 2210/2131/2206/2205/2430/2180/2190/2002. All 

of these muscles and groups are selected due to eating qualities and cooked 

and presented to suit a particular cultural cuisine .  

Other cuts -There is also the opportunity to take selected muscles known in the trade as 
sweet cuts. These sweet cuts are taken from the belly and lateral portions of the carcase and 
mainly but not exclusively from the Y, YG, PR, and Ox carcase categories.  These muscle 
groups that form the bulk of sweet cuts are sold as a commodity trimming product 
attracting a spot market price, but with careful selection, grading and proper marketing 
these cuts can add considerable value to total revenues.  
 

 
Offals and non-meat products 
 
The offal and by products of a carcase are very important in terms of revenue and need to 
be sold to the best market on that day. To that end the best prices for offal and other by - 
products are the export markets where these items are valued more highly.  
 
There are three broad categories of offal and by products, which can be described as 
follows: 
 

 Cranial and thoracic organs - the heart, lungs, liver,  tongue,  brain, head meat, 
tail, kidneys, and cheeks (commonly called red offal products)   
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 Alimentary organs such as the intestines, and paunch, (commonly called green 
offal products). 
 

 By-products such as the hide, feet, bones, fat, face pieces, and blood are usually 
rendered and sold as meat and bone meal, but in recent years these products 
have found their way into the edible markets of South East Asia, China, Japan, 
Korea, the  Middle East and Europe where they are highly valued. It is therefore 
important to treat all products/ organs derived form an animal as edible for as 
long as possible in the production systems and only divert to inedible when 
there is no known market for the product. 
 

 The gross contribution of the offal and by- products can be as much as $200 
dollars per head if packed and marketed correctly so due attention must be 
paid to the production systems to enhance these products.  
 

 To attain these markets the plant must be export-registered and have all 
country to country requirements in place which includes, amongst other things, 
the religious certifications of Halal. 
 

4.3 Carcase grading and assessment 

 
Meat quality is defined by the mix of physical attributes and characteristics in the 
slaughtered animal. The physical attributes and external influences that affect meat quality 
can be summarized as: 

  breed 

 age / sex 

 nutrition  

 environment  

 

4.3.1 Bovine carcase chiller assessment schemes 

 
Chiller Assessment Language has developed to enable the industry to assess, grade or class 
carcases using a uniform set of standards under controlled conditions. The scheme provides 
a means of describing meat characteristics and of classifying product prior to packing. These 
characteristics include colour of meat and fat, the amount of marbling, eye muscle area, the 
rib fat and maturity of the carcase.  Prior to the introduction of MSA, individual companies 
would have their own particular grading systems based on a common language and in fact 
many still have such grading schemes.  These propriety grading schemes are used mainly in 
the international market place where MSA is not necessarily understood or valued by the 
customer.  For example, Japan applies its own grading systems to meat imported from 
Australia, thus measuring quality in a language and definition that suits its own market. 
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Figure 4 – MSA marbling assessment chart 

 

 
 
Marbling is the fat that is deposited between individual muscle fibres of the M Longissimus 
Dorsi.  This carcase trait is a significant measure of eating quality and is highly valued by the 
market.  
 
The chiller assessment and MSA grading systems identify and grade each individual animal 
and muscle group so in effect all of the basic and alternative categories as defined above will 
produce muscle groups that will be sold into similar niche markets. For example the basic 
category of bull will have loin cuts that will be sold into the table meat market (at a lower 
value) which is also be served by the Y and YG alternative categories that are considered to 
be at the top end of the product profile ex the King Island herd. 
 

4.3.2 Meat Standards Australia (MSA)  

 
The Australian red meat industry manages and promotes meat production quality through 
the consumer-driven MSA program.  Under this program, retailed meat products gain MSA 
ratings based on standards met by the animals on delivery to the abattoir, which support 
higher market prices.  Producers delivering cattle that meet or exceed the standards qualify 
for better prices for their animals than non MSA animals. 
 
The standards pertain to measureable features of the carcase following slaughter, including 
weight, age, presence of hormones, temperature, pH level etc.  Every carcase is chiller 
assessed for these measures by an independent accredited officer at the abattoir, and all 
data is fed into the accounting systems which calculate returns due to the producer. 
 
Some of these measures are affected by stresses on the animal, particularly during their 
transport from paddock to abattoir.  Producers are advised to follow a range of procedures 
to minimize the risk of stress, ill-health, bruising, dehydration etc. and therefore to capture 
the range of premiums available. 
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Producers in a given region learn to expect they will attain a certain proportion of available 
MSA premiums at different times of the year, based on climatic issues, age profile, pasture 
treatments etc. 
 
The King Island location and the fact that there is no local abattoir facility able to process the 
required number of cattle to the standard required for commercial sale are an ongoing 
challenge for producers seeking true market value for the animals presented for sale. Under 
MSA rules the carcase is assessed over the hooks (after slaughter), hence any transport-
related stress in the animal will be highlighted in the MSA  assessment, and will generate a 
reduction in the payment to the producer.   Such stress will be reflected in darker meat 
colour and higher than acceptable pH which is the measure of acidity/alkalinity in the 
muscle that directly relates to eating quality. 
 
Assessors use colour charts such as those shown in Figure 5, below, to help determine the 
quality of the carcase. 
 
Figure 5 – Ausmeat beef colour chart - sample 
 

 
 
Source – Ausmeat brochure 

 

4.3.3 Scale of MSA premiums 

 
The cost of a failure to meet MSA requirements varies between animals of different type 
and size, and is listed on the price grids published daily by the processors.  The price 
differences as observed on the JBS Longford Grid of 29 January 2013 vary from about 5-
20c/kg, which can equate to percentage differences of 1-6%, which are of some importance 
to the producer.  Table 8 shows the premiums available from JBS Longford on 29 January 
2013 for a cross-section of cattle types. 
 
Figures in black on the table represent the prices available for non-MSA cattle.  The figures 
in red show prices available for the same cattle reaching MSA standard. 
 
The figures in the bottom half of the table are the calculated premiums.  The greatest 
premiums available for these cattle categories on this day were 20c/kilogram. 
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Table 8 - Data from JBS Longford Price Grid 29 January 2013 showing MSA premiums for 
selected cattle types 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

440+ 420+ 360+ 340+ 320+ 300+ 280+ 260+ 240+ 220+ 200+ 180+ 160+

Grass Trade Yearling Steer

Y0 3.20 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.05 2.95 2.90 

Y1 3.15 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.00 2.95 2.90 

MYO 3.40 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 2.95 2.90 

MY1 3.35 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 2.90 2.95 2.90 

Grass Trade Yearling Heifer

YH 3.20 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.05 2.95 2.90 

Y6 3.15 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.00 2.95 2.90 

MYH 3.40 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.25 2.95 2.90 

MY6 3.35 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.45 3.20 2.95 2.90 

Ox

I 2.50 3.05 3.05 3.05 3.05 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.85 2.80 2.75 

I9 2.45 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.85 2.80 2.75 2.70 

MI 3.10 3.10 3.15 3.15 3.10 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.60 2.60 

MI9 3.05 3.05 3.10 3.10 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.60 2.55 

Grass Fed Jap Heifer -   -   

I1 2.70 2.95 3.05 2.95 2.95 2.95 2.9 2.85 2.8 2.75 2.7 2.65 

I8 2.65 2.90 3.00 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.85 2.8 2.75 2.7 2.65 2.60 

MI1 3.05 3.05 3.10 3.10 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.60 2.55 

MI8 3.00 3.00 3.05 3.05 3.00 2.95 2.90 2.85 2.55 2.50 -   

Premiums

Grass Trade Yearling Steer

MYO 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

MY1 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.10- 

Grass Trade Yearling Heifer

MYH 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

MY6 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 

Ox

MI 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20- 0.15- 

MI9 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15- 0.15- 

Grass Fed Jap Heifer

MI1 -   0.10 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10- 0.10- 

MI8 -   0.10 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10- 0.10- 

carcass weight
Price ($/kg)
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5 Supply chain description 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The production and sale of beef and veal products is a long standing industry in Australia, 
commencing in NSW in the early days white settlement with the development of farms 
serving the protein needs of the convict settlements. 
 

 
As Australian society rapidly developed into a modern economy, the beef industry also 
evolved to the point where it is an industry worth $7 billion in 2012, with strong domestic 
and export chains.  Over that time, the classic supply chain for beef protein has changed 
significantly, and become much more complex.  Large scale beef slaughtering capacity began 
to be introduced in the 1960’s, and this allowed more sophisticated domestic retail offerings 
and the development of an export industry. 
 
Some processors were state-owned at various times, particularly in regional areas, but the 
abattoir industry and the supply chain in general is now fully privatised (though subject to 
regulation on many levels).  Private control over processing infrastructure and marketing 
systems has led to complexity within supply chains, including changes in product definition, 
the development of marketing potential at several points within the supply chain, and 
changes in infra-structure ownership. 
 

5.2 Supply chain structure 

 
The main component players in a simplified beef supply chain as illustrated in the diagram at 
Figure 6 are described below. 
 
Figure 6 – Simplified beef supply chain description 
 

 
 
 

5.2.1 Breeding property 

 
Breeding properties are farms focused on the performance of a herd of breeding cows, in 
producing calves for the beef and dairy industries.  The aim of the farm is to achieve 
continuous improvement in the performance of the progeny eg meat quality and metabolic 
efficiency via the application of genetic science under a breeding program.  Breeding 
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properties focus on either a single breed, or use cross-breeding techniques to gain the 
benefit of heterosis (ie weight gain). 
 
Cows are serviced annually with the aim of producing a calf each year, or as close to this as 
possible.  Breeding properties therefore are focused on the management of cows and young 
cattle, and often sell their weaner calves for slaughter or for fattening on properties in 
regions more suited to long term husbandry of these animals. 
 

5.2.2 Backgrounding 

 
In many regions, breeding properties do not have the capacity to feed young cattle 
intensively to achieve the rapid weight gain required.  Backgrounding properties specialize in 
growing out young calves to the age and weight required by the processors or exporters, 
using their natural climatic advantages and soil types to sustain reliable pasture production. 
 
In Northern Australia, there is an established north-south supply chain followed by cattle 
bred in harsh conditions in the tropics, via fattening properties on temperate zone pastures, 
grain feedlots in cropping areas, and eventual sale to southern coastal processors. 
 
In Southern Australia, there is a less pronounced separation between breeding and fattening 
properties but there is a pattern whereby fattening of grass fed cattle is carried out on the 
country with the most reliable pasture growth. 
 
On King Island, breeding and fattening is carried out on properties throughout the Island, 
partly because of the small scale of each operation, and the high costs involved in 
transferring animals between King Island and other farming regions.  The King Island climate 
and soil type supports reliable grass production and is a major asset to the local industry. 
 
 

5.2.3 Selling  

 
Traditionally the sale of live animals in Australia has been through a sale yard close to the 
farming property on which the animal has been prepared for sale.   Saleyards were generally 
Council-owned and provided a service for local producers by bringing competitive buyers 
into a direct market for the animals presented on the day of the sale.  The sale would attract 
a list of abattoir operators representing domestic and international buyers thus creating 
conditions for realisation of the best price on the day. The farmer would grow an animal to 
meet market signals and pay for the cost of taking the animal to the local sale yard.  
 
Today this form of sale is becoming less attractive and has been overtaken by direct sale of 
livestock from the paddock thus reducing stress, weight loss and sale yard fees that arise 
from the saleyard system and associated curfews.   Under the sale yard system, ownership 
was transferred at the point of sale and the issue of meat quality and fit for purpose 
outcomes was at the abattoir operator’s risk.  Conversely, with direct sale ex-paddock, risk 
associated with fit for purpose outcomes has transferred back to the grower.  Meat quality is 
assessed after the animal has been delivered to the abattoir and the pre-agreed price is 
subject to discount.  
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Abattoir buyers now offer more generic price premiums, and the relationship between the 
quality of a particular animal and the price received is less obvious.   
 
An ‘over the hook’ sale is where the ownership of the carcase is transferred from the seller 
to the buyer based on a slaughter floor weight and Chiller Assessment the next day under 
MSA rules.   
 
King Island producers have access to local sale yard auctions and the ‘Auctionsplus’ market, 
but the ‘over the hooks’ sales remains the major form of sale, with or without a local 
abattoir operation on the Island.  Use of off-island public saleyards is impractical for King 
Island producers, with limited access to shipping services limiting the ability of King Island 
producers to use this facility. 
 
It is therefore a major issue for the King Island beef producer for a number of reasons: 
 

o Price discovery is very much restricted to direct negotiation with local abattoir 

operators and/or agents, 

o Price discovery information is generic and tends not to reward superior quality  

o MSA grading standards are generic and average across all breeds 

o The additional cost of presenting livestock to market is borne by the producer 

 

5.2.4 Abattoir services 

 
The traditional abattoir function is to convert a live animal to a set of saleable products fit 
for human consumption.  The animal is humanely slaughtered, the hide is removed and the 
thoracic organs and alimentary tract are removed in accordance with strict health and 
hygiene protocols regulated by state and federal governments.  Usually the abattoir has a 
cold chain that will allow the carcase to be chilled, deboned and packed into primary and 
secondary muscle groups or cuts for sale into the market.  All parts of the animal are 
processed on site and sold as edible or non-edible products.  These include meat products 
for human consumption as well as by-products for industrial and agricultural use such as 
fats, hides and meals. 
 
The operation of an abattoir is subject to many state and federal regulations that control 
health and hygiene, environmental discharges to land and air, and operational noise in close 
proximity to housing.  
 
The ownership of abattoirs is predominately private due to the compliance cost and 
competitive nature of the markets that they service. The abattoir ownership can be further 
categorized across a range from small domestic (ie non-export) companies (usually family 
businesses) to large international food conglomerates.  
 
The abattoir operation is very different to a normal manufacturing business. Most 
manufacturing businesses buy a lot of parts, assemble them into a saleable product based 
on market research and perceived demand and sell that product. The product is usually non-
perishable and can sit on a shelf until sold. However in the case of an abattoir operator, a 
live animal is purchased, and then disassembled into 100 different parts selling each part 
urgently via a vibrant trade to a range of manufacturers and sellers in markets around the 
world. As a perishable product quality and fit for purpose, trading is vital and necessary if an 
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abattoir is going to operate competitively. In the King Island case the geographical 
limitations of the island will put pressure on this vital aspect of product fit for purpose. 
 
 

5.2.5 Abattoir licensing and regulation 

 
Abattoirs are licensed to serve either the domestic market only, or domestic and export 
markets under various categories. 
 
There has always been a marked difference between export and domestic licensed abattoir 
in terms of size, location, and product profile that has allowed for each to develop their own 
supply chain for their supplies of cattle.  The traditional domestic operator seeks younger, 
early-maturing animals, whilst the export operator has a broader carcase specification 
catering for a wider range of market segments and individual country’s requirements.  
 
As the export market began to expand for Australian processors, three different levels of 
abattoir operation have developed. All abattoir operators have a minimal standard of 
operation and must comply with the AS 4696 -2007 (Australian standard for the hygienic 
production and transportation of meat and meat products for human consumption, FRSC 
technical report No 3). In the case of export operations, federal legislation applies, including  
Meat Orders and country to country requirements. 
 
An abattoir licensed for domestic operations sells all products into its local market - usually 
to loyal butcher shop chains and related distribution systems. These businesses often have a 
farm to plate supply chain arrangement with further processing and retail outlets.  Usually 
these plants are small and family owned and hence can operate on low cost structures and 
be very competitive in selected market niches. 
 
Export abattoirs must comply with a raft of local and international regulations designed to 
ensure quality requirements and any import limitations in countries where Australian meat 
is consumed are met.  Different countries have different requirements, and the Australian 
regulatory system caters for these.  Operators qualifying for Tier 1 accreditation can service 
the domestic market as well as most markets in Asia and the Middle East.  Establishments 
selling into First World markets such as the USA require Tier 2 accreditation, which requires 
higher levels of monitoring and inspection (among other requirements). 
 
This Tier 1 level of accreditation allows the abattoir to sell into limited international markets 
for a full range of meat and offal products thus giving the abattoir operator the ability to 
extract more value for those meat items that are not sufficiently valued by the domestic 
market. Such items include offal, by-products (fat and bones) and selected muscle groups 
that for cultural and or seasonal issues may fall into this category.  Indonesia is an example 
of a market with the potential to accept a full range of low quality and value products.  The 
abattoir operator in this situation generally maintains its core domestic business and gains 
leverage from export sales, adding value and improving margins by cattle type.  As they 
become more involved in the export business they are forced to buy a broader range of 
carcase quality and alternative categories to meet their varied customer demand.  
 
A Tier 1 abattoir, whilst approved by the federal authority, is still controlled and audited by 
the state controlling authority.  This means that self-regulation with the emphasis on the 
nominated operating officer maintaining the approved arrangement is the accepted 
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approach. There are independent state and federal government audit obligations ensuring 
compliance with both levels of regulation. 
 
There are two levels of inspection under Tier 1 accreditation: 
 

(a) At the state level, the plant will self-regulate in compliance with the relevant state 
act and be externally audited by approved auditors and state inspectors. 
 

(b) Federal regulation includes regimes covering health and hygiene administered by 
Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF).  Federal inspections only 
occur annually, as abattoirs are legally still state controlled entities.  
 

Under federal regulation the abattoir owner is also subject to inspection by Ausmeat, which 
monitors truth in labeling and customer protection compliance. 
 
An export abattoir Tier 2 is a fully accredited export establishment under federal legislation 
and approved to export to all countries that have ‘country to country’ protocols in place. 
These plants are normally larger and able to process a full range of basic and alternative 
category products in all forms: frozen, and or chilled ‘bone in’ and boneless products.  They 
are required to institute and manage an approved arrangement that is audited daily by on- 
site AQIS inspection staff.   
 
These staff and services are paid for by the operator through contributions based on plant 
throughput and administrative charges specific to each plant. 
 
There are two federal levies: 
 

(a) A transaction levy paid by the grower on every livestock sale. The rates for each 
species and category are published by DAFF, and cattle sales and transactions 
currently attract a levy of $5 per head.  The levy funds industry-wide marketing and 
R&D programs. 
 

(b) A product levy paid by the abattoir owner based on meat production kgs, also to 
support R&D programs supported by the processing industry and DAFF. 

 
 

5.2.6 Wholesale market 

 
In the traditional beef supply chain, the abattoir would sell a majority of its processed 
products into a wholesale market. 
 
This type of market can be described as a setting where a group of traders present a range 
of meat products for sale to the next level of the market and or the consumer.   Wholesalers 
form a link between the processor and the retail and/or consumer levels of the chain.  
Wholesalers accept basic abattoir product outputs and tailor them for specific buyers in the 
marketplace, eg special deliveries for small retailers and food service companies (one or two 
cartons).  They might also bundle together products from different brands and other meat 
species to meet the certain customers’ requirements.   They provide services not available 
from the abattoir operator due to location and/or lack of infra-structure.  
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Today these structural barriers between abattoir and consumer are being challenged at both 
ends of the supply chain in an attempt by strong processors and large retailers to extract 
value for themselves from the chain. 
 
The wholesale market can be divided into two parts based on the product format - namely 
‘bone in’ and ‘boneless’ product. Each wholesaler will have a suite of brands and products 
that are unique to its business.  
 
 

a. The traditional butcher shop still purchases ‘bone in’ carcase beef, lamb and 

pork products from the abattoir operator via its wholesale outlet, delivered on a 

just in time basis to the butcher shop’s refrigeration units. These products are 

typically delivered in the form of full carcases. The Retail butcher values this 

service because it gives the retailer the opportunity to offer a point of difference 

in terms of quality, freshness, price and service that the Supermarkets and other 

competition cannot offer. To buy full carcases is an expensive option for the 

butcher in that the yield is only 70% of the carcase weight (based on a full 

boneless disposal) and is very expensive to bone and slice the product at the 

retail outlet. The cost of labour and the economy of scale all work against this 

type of presentation. However the retail butcher has a story to tell and if the 

product is to expectation the retailer can extract excellent retail prices. 

 

b. The carton wholesaler buys from the abattoir operators in an over-supplied 

market, seeking discounted prices due to expiry dates, soft export market on a 

particular muscle group or simply based on a known demand within the market. 

The clients for this service are: 

 
i. Local butcher shops looking to complement their carcase beef purchases 

by buying additional muscles groups (usually table loin cuts) outside the 

natural fall of the carcase (ie the proportions of each cut in the carcase). 

They may also buy grinding meat product such as trimmings, which assist 

in reducing their buying price overall. 

 

ii. Food service purveyors are major players in this ‘carton wholesale’ market 

as they need selected muscle groups and trim to provide to the hotel and 

restaurant  trade. These businesses buy product at wholesale prices and 

trade it directly into the retail outlet with a good margin. Clearly at this 

point brand is very important so the food purveyors will be selective and 

pay for value. 

 
 

iii. Supermarkets are also a significant user of carton meat products as this 

allows the supermarket to rationalise supply to fit demand. For example 

consumer demand for specific muscles groups changes across social and 

democratic boundaries, and demand can never match supply of each 
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individual cut.  The supermarket will top up particular supply shortfalls 

with approved brands that do not compromise overall quality 

specifications.  

 

iv. Fast food outlets such as MacDonald’s, Burger King, Hungry Jacks all buy 

frozen manufacturing product additives known as trimmings, with fixed 

fat-to-lean content to maintain brand performance. Fast food outlets 

underpin the domestic trim price particularly if the product is sold in fresh 

chilled one tonne bins to enhance water holding capacity and freshness in 

taste. 

 
v. The manufacturing and smallgoods industry buys a range of product 

mainly at the lower end of the quality profile namely cow and beef ‘A’ 

meat, used to produce a range of smallgoods product.  The butt and 

forequarter cuts are selected for this trade given that price is a major 

determinate of value. 

Carton wholesale trading is very competitive and only used by the abattoir operators to 
maintain volume through the plant and or to reduce a trading over-supply position in the 
market. The margins on this sort of business are small (perhaps 20 to 40 cents per kg) so 
volume is important to the wholesaler.   
 
Abattoir operators or the owners of the product try, where possible, to sell direct to the end 
users, ‘cutting out the middle man’ within risk management parameters.  However, 
wholesalers and traders have marketing infrastructure in key international markets which 
justifies their partnerships with the abattoir operators. 
 
 

5.2.7 Beef marketing by abattoir operators 

 
Management of most export abattoir facilities have developed extremely sophisticated 
marketing teams, which have eliminated some of the more traditional sales channels.  These 
businesses try to retain ownership of the processed product as far along the chain as 
possible and sell direct to consumers where possible. This sales and marketing strategy has 
seen the demise of the traditional meat broker and trading house in overseas markets as 
well as here in Australia.  End users such as MacDonald’s and Burger King have developed 
strategic alliances with suppliers around the world to secure supply and control cost across 
international borders.  Processors have also focused more on the domestic market and 
invested in supply chain infra-structure to cater for the major supermarket chains again in an 
endeavour to secure commitment and guarantee volume.  
 
For these businesses, the concept of an abattoir is changing from a primary slaughter house 
boning and fabrication facility that produces a commodity type food product to a food 
factory capable of producing and presenting table and shelf ready food product for home 
consumption and the eating out trade.   The globalisation of the Australian meat and 
livestock industry, the consolidation of ownership, and the need for food security driven by 
governments will continue to shape and transform the beef protein supply chain. The 
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producer will continue to be challenged by the consolidation of the supply chain and the 
concentration of profit at the consumer end of the supply chain.  
 

5.2.8 Food service and manufacturing  

 
The food service sector in the meat supply chain takes a meat product (commodity) and re 
works and presents that product as a food or shelf ready product. For example a carton of 
trimmings will be minced and blended to the customer specification and sold as a 
hamburger. Another example may be a carton of rumps that is sliced into portions based on 
weight and thickness and packed to specification for sale into a retail outlet and or the hotel 
and restaurant trade. 
 
This is a very competitive part of the supply chain and one that is seen by all of the major 
players in the food industry as the most valuable.  These services are critical in meeting 
consumers’ expectations such as quality, clean and green, fresh and healthy food that is of a 
‘value’ that they will pay for. 
 
This type of activity has typically been undertaken by small entrepreneurial businesses that 
have invested in infrastructure to support end-users such as hotels or clubs, in terms of 
supply, price and quality for goods sold. The end user uses its market power to encourage 
these investments on the basis that they guarantee volume and some pre-determined price 
over a contract period. 
   

5.2.9 Retailers 

 
Retailers present packaged and labeled meat products directly to customers in 
supermarkets, specialty grocery stores and traditional butcher shops. 
 
Food service businesses take the meat product (commodity) and transform the commodity 
into a saleable food item with full description and branded message of the retailer.   Around 
the world, retailers (in particular, the larger supermarket chains) are looking to extract more 
value from the supply chain by driving more efficiency into the processing and handling and 
presentation of the products they control. This takes the form of reducing double handling, 
packaging, storage and distribution costs as well as consolidating volumes for all meat 
products into concentrated food service centres strategically located outside large 
population area and regions. 
 
Retailers and businesses that have ownership of the product are looking to invest in this 
value added section of the supply chain close to the consumer which is perceived as being 
an essential part of the retail offer. 
 
From the producers’ perspectives this trend will continue to ‘commoditise’ the primary 
product (the animal) and reinforce the notion that producers are price takers and not price 
makers.  
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6 Markets and value chain issues 

6.1 A single global market 

Australian export-licensed abattoirs sell product into a single marketplace, which supplies 
the domestic market as well as the international export market.  About 60% of Tasmanian 
beef and veal produce is typically exported (via the Port of Melbourne), with most of the 
remainder sold into Tasmanian and Victorian urban centres.  Core volumes are sold into the 
domestic market under contracts with the major supermarkets and other retailers, while the 
export market is served by a mix of long term contracts and spot market sales. 
  
The price dynamics between the export and domestic buyers are changing somewhat.  
Usually in the past the domestic market price would follow the international price and 
market prices rise and fall on exchange rate and supply demand differences.  However with 
the strong Australian dollar and significant changes in beef protein demand by category and 
muscle group the domestic markets have become more important to an abattoir operator 
and trader. For example the Japanese market for years set the price for feeder steers and 
loin cuts thus under pinning domestic prices for producers. Loin cuts were the centerpiece of 
the full set and demanded a price by primal above any other market around the world. 
 
Today players in the domestic market are setting prices for loin cuts well above anything 
offered internationally, driven by the high dollar and reduced demand from Japan and other 
high end markets. It is these changing market dynamics that drive a more flexible abattoir 
sector that not only wants to sell to the highest priced  market but also add value and retain 
ownership for as long as possible along the supply chain, ultimately selling to the consumer. 
 
The domestic and global meat protein markets are essentially a single market in that prices 
in each are influenced by external events such as droughts, over supply, market closures and 
or failures, exchange rates and political influences on markets. In today’s dynamic world of 
instant communications a national market does not operate in isolation.  For example, the 
effect of climate change and bio-fuel production initiatives on grains prices around the world 
can be seen. These changes in vegetable protein prices also affect the meat protein markets 
that eventually influence the price farmers receive for their produce at the local sale-yard. 
The 2011 temporary shutting down of the live trade and subsequent loss of live export sales 
into Indonesia has seen the Australian EYCI price decline from its previous highs simply 
because of the additional supply coming onto the overall market.  The fact that these cattle 
are not directly suited to the domestic market is irrelevant as all beef protein prices are 
affected by the additional supply dynamic. 
 
In each market around the world (including the Australian domestic market) there are 
quality and price differences that are driven by cultural and economic influences that create 
a demand for a particular meat category and or muscle group. For example Taiwan has 
developed over the years a strong demand for the shin/shank muscle groups (flexor 
/extensor group fore and hind) that are cooked very traditionally in a slow cook method and 
served as a stew-type soup with vegetables or rice.  Any new abattoir business would need 
to seek out and understand these emerging niche markets around the world as well as in the 
domestic market to catch the best possible return for all parts of the carcase, including by-
products and offal products.  
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6.2 Import restrictions 

 
There have also been many changes in the global market profile due to rising affluence and 
economic conditions in various parts of the world, particularly in Asia.   Import restrictions 
continue, however, to affect the free trade of meat products.  As an example of this, Japan 
in the 1960s was only able to import sheep carcases and the cheaper beef cuts under a 
restricted importation scheme administered by the Japanese government under the then 
WTO rules.  Japan today is an economic power house but still has in place quota 
mechanisms that control the supply demand ratio of all imported protein, the purpose of 
which is to protect their domestic agricultural industries. There are many examples of this 
and other forms of government agricultural policy that restrict free market access. The 
European Union is another market that restricts Australian beef to 7,000 metric tonnes per 
year based on a Non HGP (Hormone Growth Promotant) production regime. 
 
These market access issues are continually being challenged by the Australian government 
and industry organisations such as Meat and Livestock Australia.   
 

6.3 Marketing King Island beef categories 

 

6.3.1 Yearling (Y)  and Young beef (YG) categories 

 
By far the most available in terms of volume, as the breeding and growing environment is 
optimal in terms of weight for age definition.  King Island is an ideal place to grow and 
nurture bovine animals as is reflected in the quality of Y and YG product that is available 
from the island.  This product is far superior to anything coming from the Northern Australia 
even though many of the younger animals produced in Northern Australia will achieve MSA 
grading.  It is therefore important to develop and promote a point of difference in the 
product profile, which is not necessarily via MSA.  
 
 
The use of MSA to gain a commercial advantage in this instance may not be the best 
outcome for King Island producers, as the MSA 3 definition is too broad and all-
encompassing and does not value enough the Bos Taurus breed and meat quality attributes.  
To attain a MSA 4 and 5 grading requires some supplementary feeding that ultimately 
detracts from the clean and green, fresh and healthy image and the uniqueness of the King 
Island environment. In simple terms we have to create a point of difference that is 
understood and valued by the consumer. 
 
The premiums paid for MSA graded product across the carcase full set are not consistent, 
with the loin cuts earning a premium above the market of $2.00 to $5.00 per kg whilst the 
rump earns $0.50 to $1.00 per kg. The butt and forequarter cuts will on average earn a $0.40 
per kg premium which is a marginal return on meat quality.  Producers need to consider 
how to maximise the return above MSA for the loin cuts, and more particularly the 
secondary cuts and residual trimmings products, as they are the bulk in terms of carcase 
weight. 
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6.3.2 OX and PR categories  

 
This category is used where some quality and or weight issues disqualify the animal from the 
Y and YG category definition and requires a totally different marketing approach by the 
farmer. The farmer has the option to sell at a discount and cut his losses or grow the animal 
out to a heavier weight thus achieving the grass-fed full set specification for Japan. The 
latter is by far the best disposal for this product and better than a discounted trade steer 
price or grinding meat price from the USA and other grinding meat markets.  
 
The King island product systems will not generally compete against the northern cattle types 
given the price, so this market of grass fed full sets would have to be specifically promoted 
and additional value generated to make the business viable long term. 

6.3.3 Cow - C categories   

 
The cow category consists of two main groups:  the cull trade and the dairy cow which has 
fallen below the minimum production standards required by the farmer. The disposal of 
these cow products usually follows the market, taking the best price on the day. 
 

 Trade cows - are usually beef breeds or crosses and are a well-framed and finished 
animal. The meat quality of this cow is usually of a standard that will enable selected 
cuts to be sold into the table meat market for home consumption and the ‘eating 
out’ trade. The preference is for loin cuts, usually sold into the middle to lower end 
of the food service market and the ‘eating out’ trade of the clubs and pubs. The 
product is undervalued in terms of eating outcomes, and is therefore generally not 
graded under MSA.  (In Tasmania and Queensland many of the abattoir operators 
are also grading cow and labeling selected cuts under the MSA assessment system 
thus extracting some additional value.)   This extra value is not restricted to loin cuts 
and extends into the forequarter and butt cuts particularly if combined with product 
specifications (trim) that add value to the product / sale. 

 

 Boner and dairy cows – this beef category is not big in terms of volume off the island 
given that the number of dairy farms and cattle is limited, hence will not be a 
significant influence on the product revenues. However it is a King Island product 
and with proper marketing could attract a premium over spot market prices for 
grinding and manufacturing beef in that it can be further processed into beef mince 
and or other valued added table meat products and carry the premium under the 
brand. The loin cuts will be sold into the lower end of the food service sector at 
similar prices to south East Asian and the Middle East markets where meat quality is 
valued under different criteria to those of the Australian domestic market. 

 

6.3.4 Bull – B category  

 
This category is very small in terms of volume and can be considered a service to the farming 
community, but nevertheless adds value to the business and provides a gross margin and 
overall contribution to the business. This service of taking the entire farm offer is important 
in terms of securing the other more profitable cattle types. 
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The disposal of bull has traditionally been to the USA as a grinding meat product for the fast 
food industry.  However with the South East Asian markets growing and consumers looking 
for new eating experiences, entire bull products sold as a table meat are attracting price 
premiums above the grinding meat market. To sell into these markets the abattoir must 
have the necessary infra-structure and country to country accreditations and Halal 
certifications. 
 
Key points 

 In all markets there are quality and price differences that are driven by cultural 

and economic influences that create a demand for a particular meat category and 

or muscle group 

 All meat is of good quality, it is simply a question of meeting the expectation of 

the consumer in terms of value 

 King Island product can extract value across all beef categories and markets 

 

6.4 Marketing the King Island name  

Y + YG Ciphers 
 
The present marketers of the King Island labeled product are grading and promoting the 
product under the PR category, ie downgrading to some extent the product to ensure that 
they maximise the available tonnage ex-King Island.    
 
The issue of extracting a premium from the King Island brand is relevant in the market place 
and whilst the brand has had a very limited exposure to the market (mainly eastern Australia 
and Japan) it still commands a premium value over the spot market price for similar product 
and muscle groups. Some examples of the market prices of branded king Island product sold 
through the Coles supermarket chains in southern Australia appear below. The photographs 
were taken in the Coles supermarket at Bay Street, Port Melbourne. 
 
Figure 7 – Sample King Island beef products 
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Tenderloin (eye Fillet) @ $47.99 per kg 

 

 
 

Beef Sausages $15.50 per kg,  Beef Mince at $17.00 per kg, 
Stir Fry beef $17.50 per kg 

 
OX + PR ciphers 
 
The King Island brand and or image will add value to the business and be a sought-after 
product in the Japanese and other north Asian markets. In addition the residual cuts and 
trimmings from this and other categories (bull and cow) will also, if promoted correctly and 
appropriately marketed to niche manufacturing end users, attract premiums above the spot 
market price for commodity based  products. 
 
Another option is to develop a second brand ie creating both a signature and a working 
brand thus protecting and guaranteeing quality and increasing the range of beef categories 
under the King Island banner.  

6.5 Capturing brand value for producers 

To achieve the market flexibility and to meet customer standards in terms of clean and 
green and fresh and healthy, a King Island enterprise would need to employ export 
standards in all phases of its operation. A business model without the full capacity to meet 
cultural, religious, and customer taste demand would deny the King Island community the 
true value of their product. 
 
In general it would appear that the marketing strategy would most likely consist of a 
domestic focus for the premium cuts where the value of the name could best be realised 
through the retail and institutional trades.  It would also be important to maximise this asset 
via the branding of some lower quality cuts into boutique markets for products such as pies 
and burgers in the restaurant trade. 
 
The international market would be used to find buyers for the bulk of the meat product, 
offals etc, in competition with other, more generic Australian beef products. 
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7 Positioning a King Island abattoir in the value chain 

7.1 Introduction  

The Australian red meat industry is characterised by both vigorous domestic competition 
and exposure to international trade fluctuations.  It is a difficult environment to survive in, 
and there have been commercial stresses on many participants during recent decades of 
change.   
 
The processing sector has been experiencing a sustained period of consolidation in 
ownership, and concentration in the scale of operations.  The Australian market is now 
dominated by large players with most investment going into large facilities located close to 
markets and ports, rather than cattle raising zones.  Processing has become an urban 
activity, rather than a rural industry.  Economies of scale and the availability of skilled labour 
have driven this trend.  As populations in outlying cattle production areas have fallen, it has 
become less cost-effective and practical to operate small traditional processing plants in 
outlying towns.   
 
This trend has been particularly noticeable in Northern Australia, where processing capacity 
has fallen markedly in tropical areas, particularly in response to the seasonality problems 
that affect cattle raising in the annual wet seasons. 
 
The concentration of abattoir ownership is also a significant influence on the trend towards 
closure of small regional plants.  The dominant owners of beef cattle abattoirs in Australia 
are JBS and Teys Brothers, with an estimated 40-45% of production capacity between them.  
Both these companies have their most significant capacity in Queensland, but have acquired 
significant assets in NSW, Victoria and Tasmania in recent years.  JBS acquired Rockdale in 
NSW from Mitsubishi in 2010, while Teys Brothers entered a joint venture with food giant 
Cargill in 2011.  JBS had previously acquired the six Victorian and Tasmanian processing 
assets of Tasman Group in 2008. 
 
The acquisition (by the major players) of independent processing companies increases the 
tendency for the less efficient plants to be closed.  The larger companies target their 
investments to maximise the capacity of their most productive assets, exposing the smaller, 
older and more remote facilities to enhanced risk of closure.  This trend can also have the 
effect of reducing competition between processing chains, with impacts on both suppliers 
and consumers.  This type of activity is not unique to the meat industry, and is often 
observed as export-oriented primary production industries such as the grain logistics and 
marketing sector. 
 
The plight of the King Island producers is, in part, a result of this trend towards 
concentration, exacerbated by isolation and high exposure to transport costs due to lack of 
competitive options. 
 
Margins are generally understood to be ‘tight’ in the Australian meat industry, and all chain 
participants seek ways to capture more of the available value that lies between the price 
paid to producers for their cattle, and that paid by consumers for their meat. 
 
An international study referenced by industry analysts Holmes Sackett suggests that the 
value created by the purchase of a piece of meat by a consumer is paid to chain participants 
in an uneven fashion.  On average, about 50% goes to the producers and associated service 
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providers who deliver a live animal to the abattoir gate.  Only about 10% of the value goes to 
the abattoir for the slaughter, boning, chilling and despatch of the packaged product, while 
40% goes to the marketers, manufacturers, logistics providers and retailers who ‘value-add’ 
in presenting the basic product to attract the best available prices. 
 
Figure 8 illustrates a traditional value chain, with the abattoir operation central to the 
transition of financial value from customer to producer. 
 
Figure 8 – traditional value chain roles 
 

 
Note – arrows refer to the direction of financial flow in return for services or product 

 
Individual locations and discrete supply chains and products will show different cost 
breakdowns to this average figure.  However, the overall pattern does support the 
contention that the ability to genuinely prosper in the industry comes from success in the 
marketing and presentation to the consumer in the form of ready-to-go food and/or cooking 
products.  Processors have therefore often sought appropriate means of gaining some 
vertical integration benefits by taking some ownership or control of downstream functions. 
 
Some processing supply chains feature close integration between cattle breeding properties, 
processors, value adders and retailers.  One well-known example of this is in Queensland, 
where the Australian Country Choice supply chain involves significant “paddock-to-plate” 
investments in breeding and fattening properties, feedlots, management regimes and a 
strong partnership with Coles Supermarkets, all integrated with a major processing facility in 
Brisbane.  This processing company has been able to capture a large proportion of the 
overall value in the chain up to the point of sale. 
 
 
Most processors have their own marketing teams and a range of commercial partnerships 
with wholesalers, brokers, manufacturers etc.  These relationships help processors to sell 
their products to local and international consumers, taking advantage of long term contracts 
as well as ‘spot’ market prices via a vibrant trading market. 
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JBS Australia owns the Longford abattoir, the former King Island abattoir and four other 
facilities in Victoria and Tasmania, which it acquired from the Tasman Group.  It manages 
these facilities under a closely integrated national partnership with Coles, which locks in a 
large percentage of JBS products for the Australian domestic market.  JBS uses other 
marketers and wholesalers to access export markets when prices are available. 
 
Under this agreement, Coles is the party that actually purchases the cattle for slaughter by 
JBS.  The prices paid are jointly agreed by Coles and JBS so that both abattoir throughput 
and the supply of required products can be maintained.   Prices are agreed on a 90 day 
advance basis under this type of contract. 
 
JBS also buys cattle outside of this arrangement via weekly published matrix (known as a 
grid), which sets out prices offered for all cattle types and weights, on a cents per kilogram 
(carcase weight) basis.   
 
Coles contracts with JBS for the slaughter, boning, chilling and packing of its meat, and then 
takes over the handling of the product via its logistics systems (transport, warehousing and 
distribution to retail outlets). 
 
Both Coles and Woolworths have similar arrangements in other parts of Australia with 
various processor companies.  In each case, however, the processor also supplies product to 
domestic and export markets via separate arrangements, under which the processor itself 
buys the cattle from the producer, and sells the product through its own webs of 
wholesalers, manufacturers and retailers. 
 
Figure 9 shows how the larger supermarkets are seeking to bring value-adding opportunities 
inside their own businesses, somewhat marginalizing the role of the abattoir in the value 
chain. 
 
Figure 9 – Diminished role of abattoir business in a supermarket’s meat product value 
chain 
 

 
Note – arrows refer to the direction of financial flow in return for services or product 
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Greenhams is an example of an abattoir which has less reliance on domestic supermarkets in 
its marketing, using a network of smaller high-end retail outlets, primarily in Melbourne, for 
its Cape Grim product label.  It has also recently announced plans to increase its sales of 
grass-fed beef into the United State market.  Greenhams operates its Smithton plant in 
tandem with its Tongala Plant in rural Victoria. Both plants export produce, with Tongala 
specialising in grinding meat products, and Smithton selling prime beef cuts.  Cattle buying 
patterns for the two plants are integrated to meet both market obligations and abattoir 
throughput requirements. 
 
 

7.2 Competitive conditions in Tasmania 

 
The closure of the King Island abattoir has exposed producers to a step reduction in net 
payment for the cattle, with limited access to redress through access to a competitive 
market.  The cost of transporting live animals means that Tasmanian producers do not have 
realistic selling alternatives outside their two major local processors.  For King Island 
producers to sell to Victorian processors, they would have to overcome the costs of the 
movement of animals to a Victorian port, probably in a two-stage move via Devonport.  The 
costs of this would ensure that net prices offered by the competing abattoirs would not 
generally be competitive with those on offer from the local processors. 
 
Mainland Australian processor companies have in the past purchased small quantities of 
King Island cattle live from King Island, on an occasional basis when local supply of cattle 
could not meet short term market demands.   Prices offered on this basis, however, would 
only have been slightly above the competition ‘on the day’, and would not offer any 
sustainable improved return for producers. 
 
In the event of a new processor emerging on King Island, JBS could very likely offer higher 
cattle prices or freight concessions to ensure supply of KI cattle to their Longford abattoir to 
support their “King Island Beef” brand. Greenhams could very likely offer (again) to pay live 
sea freight, making the KI price match the Tasmanian grid price, to ensure supply of quality 
cattle to support their premium “Cape Grim Beef” brand. Given JBS’s existing King Island 
Beef brand needing KI sourced cattle, and Greenhams previous freight payment 
arrangement to ensure supply, this type of competitor response is almost certain. Not only 
does this type of activity reduce the throughput of any new KI abattoir, and so increase its 
unit processing cost, it increases the cost of cattle to about the Tasmanian grid price.  
 
Without this type of competitor response, a KI abattoir might expect to be able to purchase 
local cattle at a very slight price premium to the producers’ best alternative option which 
would be the Tasmanian grid less sea-freight and associated costs charged to the producer. 
This reduced cattle price would potentially compensate for the higher costs of operating an 
abattoir on the island. 
 

7.2.1 Sea freight issues 

 
Sea freight costs and constraints are a significant issue for the operators of a future abattoir 
on the Island.   
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The closure of the JBS plant has highlighted the difference between the cost of live animal 
transport by sea and road, and the more efficient freighting of processed beef products via 
refrigerated container. 
 
The island is essentially serviced by a weekly call of the daily Searoad service between 
Melbourne and Devonport.  The call at Grassy is on the Devonport-bound leg.  This service 
used to handle the containerized JBS product into Devonport and Melbourne for local 
Tasmanian, Australian and international markets.  It now carries live animals to Devonport 
for transfer by road to JBS Longford (94km) and Greenhams Smithton (132km). 
 
Full containers loaded with beef products from these two processors are then shipped to 
Melbourne from Burnie (via Toll ANL) and Devonport (Searoad). 
 
All domestic freight movements between Tasmania and Melbourne are subsidized via a 
federal scheme (Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme – TFES) which is designed to reduce 
the cost of freight to the equivalent of a road freight charge over the same distance.  This 
scheme includes King Island-Mainland Tasmania movements, according to complex formulas 
which relate container volume subsidies to live animal numbers. 
 
The current road freight equivalent freight estimates for the King Island to Devonport 
shipping leg are $675 and $742 per TEU for dry and refrigerated container freight 
respectively.  This amounts to about 3.5c/kg of meat, based on a 20 tonne payload. 
 
The net impact of the change in freight arrangements is an additional cost of freight 
deductions levied by the processors, of about $112 per head.   This equates to about  30-40c 
per kilogram of dressed carcase weight (‘over the hooks’ at the abattoir).  This is equivalent 
to about $3.5million per year for the island’s turnoff.   Cattle prices paid by Greenhams have 
also fallen by a similar amount, due to lower competing prices from JBS. 
 
It has been noted by the KIAFSG that the cost of sea freight on these legs is much higher 
than the cost of freight of live animals on direct Melbourne-Tasmania shipping services. 
 
Table 9 shows the current quoted shipping costs faced by cattle owners sending animals 
between Melbourne and Tasmanian processors, compared with those applying for 
shipments from Flinders Island and King Island. 
 
Table 9 – Shipping costs for transfer of live cattle between Melbourne, Tasmanian 
processors, Flinders Island and King Island 
 

 
*   Net – after TFES rebate 
** Includes road transfer to processor (within 100km)  
Source - KIAFSG 

Shipping service Cost/head*

Melbourne-Burnie** $61

Melbourne-Devonport** $78

Flinders Island - Tas processors $64

King Island - Tas processors $112
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This additional impost of $112/head on growers does not include the loss of value due to 
the impact of sea-freight and other stresses on animals reducing MSA premiums.    
Anecdotal evidence is that MSA payments for King Island cattle sales have fallen well below 
levels achieved before the abattoir closure.  This is generally understood to be due to the 
stress arising from the multi-modal transport required to deliver animals to mainland 
Tasmanian producers. The sea journey itself is also a source of stress during rough crossings. 
 
There are concerns that shipping availability and reliability will be poor in bad weather, 
which will impact on cashflow, animal welfare, and MSA value.  An additional cost is that 
animals not in good condition to travel under animal welfare regulations will have to be 
killed on farm, with consequent further loss of value. 
 
The overall impact of these issues is likely to translate into a competitive advantage for any 
processor able to establish on the island. 
 

8 Establishment of a new abattoir 

8.1 Cattle types to be serviced 

 
It will be important to the business that a King Island abattoir handles and process all cattle 
types for a number of economic and operational reasons: 
 

 The abattoir operator will need to encourage growers to sell their full turn off to the 
abattoir thus better absorbing all fixed expense and reducing unit cost. The higher 
the volume, the lower the cost per kilogram and the better the gross margin. 

 

 By offering to handle all bovine categories the abattoir can engage the grower’s 
loyalty to the onsite abattoir over the mainland operators  

 

 The lower value products (eg from the cows category) still bear the King Island name 
and therefore will have some esteem value above the normal spot market price and 
if traded appropriately will attract a better than market price for all primal cuts, 
namely loin, butt and forequarter cuts. 

 

8.2 Capital cost estimation 

In this section the costs and issues associated with the development of a new facility on an 
unspecified King Island site are assessed. 
 

8.2.1 Scope of abattoir functions 

A cost estimate for the development of a fully functioning integrated plant, incorporating 
boning and packaging of the final product is presented here.  An integrated plant provides 
the full suite of services offering the greatest opportunity to capitalise on variable market 
conditions over the long term and recover the high construction cost commitment. 

 

There are alternative options which would certainly reduce the capital cost as well as the 
staffing costs, but they also reduce the potential to extract the marketing benefits of King 
Island beef. 
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The two main options for reducing the scale and cost of a new operator can be characterized 
as ‘slaughter-only’ and ‘hot-boning’ and are summarized as outlined in Table 10.   Each 
option has some potential to reduce both capital and operating cost, but the revenue losses 
associated with these savings are high.  

 

The major disadvantage of the slaughter only option is the probable loss of control over 
marketing and the attainment of the premium prices which ultimately would be the 
justification for the investment in the facility. 

 

Hot boning is a low cost processing route, for low quality stock, resulting in a ‘low quality’ 
commodity product.  It does not suit the grass fed cattle available on King Island, whose 
carcases should be chilled overnight and boned the next day.  MSA only operates on the 
basis of an ante-chill carcase assessment the next day which is not possible in a hot bone 
scenario.  While a hot boning operation saves the capital cost and refrigeration electrical 
load associated with carcase chillers, it incurs the significant capital cost of freezing 
otherwise chilled cartons, and a higher refrigeration electrical load to go through the latent 
heat of freezing. 

 

The disadvantage of the hot-boning option is that any net cost savings available are easily 
outweighed by the reduced ability to maximise quality price premiums and loss of 
production flexibility. 

 

In summary, there is no really practical alternative to the full integrated export-licensed 
facility which is costed here. 
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Table 10 – Alternative abattoir activity options 

 

Option Description Pros Cons 

Slaughter only Requires a slaughter floor and carcase chillers 
without boning room and packaging.   

 

Slaughtered carcases would be chilled and 
transported to another facility in Melbourne or 
elsewhere for the boning, packaging and 
marketing of the product  

Lower capital cost without need for boning 
room and associated equipment 

 

Lower operating cost due to saving in staff 
numbers of about 30 staff 

 

Cheaper freight cost for containerised 
carcases than for live animals 

 

Potential to work with either Tasmanian or 
Victorian processor to finish task  

Country to country requirements  for 
whole of site processing is compromised 
with off-site boning /freezing and shipment 

Requires close relationship with 
competitor processor to complete the 
processing of all slaughtered product 

 

Reduced capability to market the product 
and to extract premiums due to no MSA 
assessment 

 

Overall cost of getting processed product 
to market via second processor would be 
higher 

Hot boning A process whereby carcases are boned and 
packaged after minimal chilling immediately 
following slaughter instead of being chilled 
prior to boning 

 

Reduces chilling capacity required and the 
associated capital cost 

 

Can generate slight increases in yield 

 

Slight reduction in operating cost (energy 
and staff) 

Suits low quality cuts but not premium cuts 
due to some sacrifice of eating quality 

Reduces flexibility of product options for 
relatively small benefit 

Capital and operational cost of plate 
freezers 
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8.2.2 Capital cost estimate 

 

A cost estimate has been developed for the construction of a fully integrated abattoir suited 
to the slaughter of up to 40,000 head per year.  The cost of designing, constructing and 
fitting out such a facility in accordance with current standards is calculated provisionally at 
$30.77m including a nominal $1 million amount signifying the cost of land and connection to 
a road. 

 

A cost estimate for a smaller scale but similar facility designed to handle lower annual 
throughput of about 20,000 head has also been prepared, with a total cost of $26.35m.  A 
breakdown of each cost estimate is shown at Table 13. 

 

A guideline capital budget for buildings, equipment, coldstore, render and effluent 
processing has been prepared and represents the cost of all new equipment and buildings. 
The budget has been prepared without the normal consultative practice of engagement with 
a client.  A client will have preferences for processing layout, and may have access to cost 
savings opportunities such as:  

 

- used equipment,  

- relocatable buildings,  

- available land,  

- development by stages, 

- and owner-builder construction.  

 

Reuse of equipment and buildings can lead to savings in the order of 10-30% of total capital. 
None of these potential cost reductions has been allowed for, and this can be addressed via 
sensitivity analysis in the profitability modeling. 

 

The cost of land is highly variable, and will depend on the site selected for development.  
Generally a site of about 400ha would be required to provide the buffer distances required 
by regulation.  Sometimes this can be reduced through the signing of agreements with 
neighbours limiting the risk of development within the buffer zone, often in exchange for 
mutually beneficial provision of irrigation using plant effluent. 

 

A contingency of 10% has been allowed in the preparation of the estimate. This requires 
discussion as it may be inappropriately low given that the project scope is not yet well 
defined. 

 

The scope of this indicative costing is outlined below: 

 

8.2.3 Abattoir facilities 

 

The main processing facility is identified as several blocks of plant: 

 Slaughter floor, offal and by product processing areas 

 Carcase chilling, sorting and feed to boning operations. 
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 Boning and packing area and packaging material store. 

 Freezing and chilling systems, frozen and chill storage, carton sorting, palletising and 
despatch zone. 

 Other major facilities in the site will include:  

 Rendering Process. 

 Hides collection and pre-treatment area 

 Livestock unloading facilities and holding yards 

 Effluent treatment ponds and irrigated farming 

 Refrigeration Engine Room 

 Amenities/Workshop/Offices/Training suite of buildings. 

 

The abattoir would be AQIS Tier 2 accredited allowing export sales as well as supply to the 
domestic Australian market. The abattoir would comply with Halal ritual slaughter 
requirements. 

 

8.2.4 Capacity  

 

The proposed processing capacity is designed to suit a throughput rate of 16 head per hour. 
This provides for a theoretical annual capacity of 36,800 head on the basis of a single 10 
hour daily shift on 230 days per year.  This capacity can be increased with the use of a 6th day 
in peak periods.  If production needed to be doubled over a considerable period, a second 
daily shift could be added. 

 

Within the limits of physical design, the operating pattern can be created to match the kill 
numbers required, and the seasonal characteristics.  On King Island, total monthly slaughter 
demand averages 3,300 head.  In peak months from January to May demand can exceed 
3,700, but it falls seasonally below 1,500 in August (see Figure 1). 

 

A typical operating pattern to accommodate seasonal supply variation might be: 

 five 10 hour shifts per week (160 head/day, 800 head/week) for 25 weeks per year 

 five 8 hours shifts per week (128 head/day, 640 head/week) for 25 weeks per year 

 

This gives a total 2250 operating hours per year and an annual potential throughput of 
33,750 head.  Alternative shift arrangements could be made to achieve the maximum 
available 40,000 head per year. 

 

For design purposes, livestock types to be processed are assumed as per Table 11 : 
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Table 11 - Slaughter cattle classification assumption 

 

  
 

8.2.5 Site 

 

Any proposed abattoir site must be large enough to provide the required buffer distances 
between key odour producing items of plant and any residential or other odour sensitive 
areas. Typical required buffer distances are: 

 

 500m from an abattoir building to any sensitive area (eg residential). 

 1,000m from render facilities / bio-filters / waste water treatment ponds to any 
sensitive areas (residential). 

 

Subject to land availability, an area in the order of 100 hectares is usually provided for the 
layout of the buildings and roads. Depending on the site selected, ownership of the land 
controlling buffer distances can be an advantage. Additional land for irrigation of recycled 
effluent is required, either as part of the abattoir site or by agreement with adjacent 
landowners. Preferably the land should not contain sensitive water courses in the area to be 
developed, and should have a gradient of 1-2% to facilitate natural drainage with low 
erosion potential. 

 

8.2.6 Process 

 The standard rail type process will be assumed with automation appropriate for the 
rate and contemporary Australian labour costs and ergonomic work standards 

 Materials and items such as products to render, hides, heads, viscera, empty 
cartons, packaged material and skids will be manually moved around the abattoir in 
tubs using forklifts or trolleys rather than using more capital intensive conveyor 
systems. 

 All carcases will be chill boned with most primal cuts and trim being packaged to 
achieve premium presentation, and chilled for distribution in the domestic 
Australian market. The remaining cuts and edible offal will receive standard 
packaging in cartons before being frozen. 

 Waste will be processed in a render plant on site to produce tallow and meal.  

 Hides will receive short term preservation prior to despatch to a mainland hide 
processor.  

 Effluent will be processed on site by screening (0.5mm), DAF treatment to remove 
fat, and biological ponds (anaerobic and aerobic) prior to winter storage and 
summer irrigation of pasture or cropping land.  Tallow produced in the render plant 
could be used to fire a boiler for steam generation (water heating and render). 

Cattle type

Weight 

range 

(HCSW)

Kill 

proportion

Cow 180-325kg 25%

Bull 285-600kg 2%

Yearling steers and heifers 180-340kg 73%
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Electrical supply will be from the King Island grid. The current consumption cost 
(Tariff 51 to 31st Jan, 2013) is 25.1 c/KW hour. With inflation, expected tariff for 
2013 will be approximately 26.0 c/KW hour. 

 An additional requirement will be a container park capable of holding around 25 full 
refrigerated containers under power.  This equates to 2 weeks’ production, in the 
event that sea conditions prevent the operation of a regular weekly service.  This 
capacity could be provided either on site or inside the port boundary.  A hardstand 
area to accommodate empty containers would also be required. 

 

8.2.7 Scope 

 

The assumed scope of the abattoir facility includes: 

 Cattle unloading 

 Holding yards (150 head covered yards-single day of capacity, plus optional 180 head open 
yards) 

 Slaughter floor including offal handling and ancillary rooms (gear cleaning, staff entry, etc) 

 Carcase chillers (for 180 head per day throughput including marshaling and sorting chillers to 
allow wash-down each day) 

 Boning room , reception areas,  including area cooling system 

 Packaging, weigh, label 

 Dry store for cartons and other supplies 

 Carton blast chilling (20 tpd capacity) 

 Carton blast freezing (20 tpd capacity) 

 Freezer store (7 days capacity) 

 Chill store (7 days capacity) 

 Palletising area including cooling system 

 Despatch/loadout and  including area cooling system 

 Render plant (3 tph maximum render material throughput) 

 Biofilter (for render odour treatment) 

 Hides (fleshing and short term preservation-not salting) 

 Engine room (refrigeration plant) 

 Amenities (showers, change rooms, toilets, laundry, lunchrooms) 

 Administration /sales 

 Workshop (engineering/maintenance) 

 Roadways, pavements, drains 

 Fire protection (tanks, pumps, hydrants and sprinkler systems) 

 

Assumed utilities and services include: 

 Electrical power from King Island grid. Typical 750-1000KW expected maximum load and 7.5 
TJ pa electrical energy use.) 

 Steam from tallow fired boiler for render and water heating. Typical 2 MW peak load boiler, 
11 TJ pa energy use) 

 Water supply. Typical 2000 litres per head or up to 300 KL per day, 56 ML pa (with potential 
to reduce to 1500 litres/head). 
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 Hot and cold water sterilization, heating, storage tanks and reticulation system 

 Effluent treatment and disposal (irrigation of adjacent pasture or cropping land during low 
rainfall months) 

 Solid waste treatment and disposal (off-site disposal for composting) 

 Compressed air, cooling water, ventilation, sewerage 

 IT/data/production management (basic system) 

 

Optional facilities include: 

 Additional cattle holding yards (beyond a single day capacity) 

 Foetal blood collection and processing 

 Plasma collection and processing 

 On-site power generation using either diesel or tallow as fuel (which would reduce power 
costs) 

 

8.2.8 Staffing 

 

Table 12 below indicates the expected facility manning for an abattoir of the assumed scope 
and operating format. 
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Table 12 – indicative staffing levels 

 

 
 

Staffing numbers as outlined above are, in our judgment, reasonable for a new plant of the 
scale.  Larger operations would probably be able to extract better returns on investment in 
equipment that would automate some aspects of the transfer of products between various 
activity centres within the plant.  However, for a small plant, our assessment is that the 
labour savings theoretically available from such investments would not be readily realised 
in practice.  These issues could be examined in greater detail at the full feasibility stage. 
 
 

8.3 Capital cost estimate – summary 

 
This estimate represents a conservative high level indication of the cost of a fully integrated 
new facility on an unspecified green-fields site with new equipment, capable of meeting the 
potential export and domestic markets. 
 
It may be possible to construct and fit-out a facility using some second hand equipment, 
but a significantly lower cost is unlikely. 
 

AREA ROLE No. AREA ROLE No.

Slaughter Floor Butchers 5 Laundry Operator 1

Knife Hands 3 Lab Leader 1

Labour 3 Lab Techs 1

Inspectors 1 Stores Manager 1

Vets 1 Storemen 0

Green Offal Knife Hands 1 Environmental Contractor 1

Labour 1 Engineering Team Leaders 1

Red Offal Knife Hands 1 Fitters 1

Labour 1 Electricians 1

By Products Operators 6 Stores 0

Boning Room Boners 8 Clerical 1

Slicers 6 Administration Sales Manager 2

Knife Hands 3 CEO 1

Labour 2 CFO 0

Packers 10 Debtors 1

Shipping Manager 1 Creditors 1

Transport 1 Office Manager 1

Clerical 1 Senior Accountant 1

TQM Leader 2 Plant Manager 1

QA 1 Chief Engineer 1

Cattle Buying Livestock Manager 1 IT 1

Buyer 0 Office Cleaner 1

Loaders Team Leader 1 OHS/First Aid 2

Loaders 3 Security Officers 2

Cleaning Contract cleaners 4 TOTAL 91
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8.4 Small stock capability 

 
There are approximately 12,000 sheep on King Island, and potentially about 1,500 bobby 
calves are available for slaughter.  It might be feasible to attach a low rate small stock 
processing system to a new beef abattoir.  
 
 To accommodate the small stock, ie sheep and lamb, calves, and feral animals (wallabies), a 
multi species small stock system can be designed as part of the abattoir footprint and 
installed if required. The process of slaughter and deboning would be predominately a 
manual operation and require a work force of approximately 6 to 8 multi-skilled slaughter 
and debone operators and follow on support workers. 
 
To effectively cater for this slaughter task, a mutton dressing line would be added, also 
providing the capacity to process calves from 7 days old.  Additional works would include: 
 

 Holding pens for up to 200 sheep and calves; 

 Anti-mortem facilities; 

 Stock race and restraining device; 

 Stunning and stick area; 

 Small slaughter area and evisceration facilities; 

 Offal treatment on slaughter floor; 

 Small stock chiller for 200 carcasses; 

 Table boning area in the beef boning room; 

 
 
The high level estimated cost of this capability would be an additional $1.5 to $2million, 
adding around 5-7% to the cost of the abattoir. 
 
Sheep carcasses are approximately 10% of a beef carcass in weight, so the equivalent 
product from the small stock line equates to about 1,350 cattle, about 3% of the nominal 
40,000 pa beef cattle capacity. 
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The cost estimate for a beef-only abattoir is set out in summary form in Table 13. 
 
Table 13 – Abattoir capital cost estimates 
 

 
 

Item 

No. 
Description  40,000 head  20,000 head 

Site Works $1,075,000 $1,065,000 

1.00 Land Acquisition $1,000,000 $1,000,000 

2.00 Site Services $75,000 $65,000 

2.02 Main Elect supply to Property sub-station $0 $0 

2.03 Main Water supply (150mm) to Prop Boundary $75,000 $65,000 

4.00 Road Access to Site $0 $0 

4.01 Off-site road access $0 $0 

Abattoir $23,300,000 $19,598,000 

5.00 Building Preliminaries and Dams $50,000 $50,000 

5.01 Construction and Occupancy certificates $25,000 $25,000 

5.02 Geotechnical - Building $15,000 $15,000 

5.04  Site Survey $10,000 $10,000 

6.00 Civil Works $2,600,000 $2,200,000 

6.01 Civil works $1,000,000 $850,000 

6.02 Effluent Ponds (aerobic and anaerobic) $750,000 $550,000 

6.03 ROADWORKS $750,000 $700,000 

6.12 EFFLUENT PIPING AND PUMPS / IRRIGATION $75,000 $75,000 

6.13 FINAL SITE LANDSCAPING / FINISHING $25,000 $25,000 

7.00 Building Construction Trade costs $4,878,000 $4,020,000 

7.01 BUILDING STEEL $650,000 $525,000 

7.02 ROOF & WALL SHEETING & VENTS $160,000 $130,000 

7.03 IN SITU CONCRETE incl Coving $720,000 $600,000 

7.04 PRECAST CONCRETE $70,000 $60,000 

7.06 METAL WORK - ACCESS PLATFORM, STAIRS, BOLLARDS $70,000 $65,000 

7.07 DRAINAGE, FLOOR WASTE $800,000 $650,000 

7.09 AMENITIES FINISHES AND INT. CEILING $1,000,000 $825,000 

7.10 INSULATED PANEL $673,000 $550,000 

7.11 MISC. PEDESTRIAN AND F/LIFT DOORS $60,000 $50,000 

7.12 ROLLER DOORS $25,000 $20,000 

7.14 FLOOR - EPOXY $110,000 $90,000 

7.17 DOCK LEVELLER $25,000 $25,000 

7.18 FENCING $30,000 $30,000 

7.20 LIGHTING AND GPP $485,000 $400,000 
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*  

Item 

No. 
Description  40,000 head  20,000 head 

8.00 Additional Building Works $2,015,000 $1,792,000 

8.01 Covered Yards - Shed $135,000 $110,000 

8.02 Render Plant Shed $185,000 $150,000 

8.03 Workshop Shed $87,000 $70,000 

8.04 Hides Shed $103,000 $85,000 

8.05 Engine room Sheds $60,000 $50,000 

8.06 Electrical Switchroom - including insulation $50,000 $45,000 

8.07 Gate House $0 $0 

8.08 Weigh Bridge $0 $0 

8.09 Holding Yards $30,000 $30,000 

8.10 Covered Yards Fencing $30,000 $27,000 

8.11 Holding Yards Shade Structure $0 $0 

8.12 Carcass Chillers $1,000,000 $800,000 

8.13 Chill Store $335,000 $425,000 

9.00 Equipment $10,167,000 $8,410,000 

9.01 Cattle Wash $25,000 $25,000 

9.02 Slaughter Floor $1,525,000 $1,450,000 

9.03 Products / Edible Offal / Tripe Wash /Waste $360,000 $340,000 

9.04 Staff Entry / Gear Cleaning / Running Gear $75,000 $65,000 

9.05 Chillers - (rails and manual push) $65,000 $50,000 

9.07 Boning Room & Ancillary equip $1,120,000 $879,000 

9.09 Empty Carton Handling $30,000 $25,000 

9.10 Coldstore $120,000 $89,000 

9.11 Refrigeration $3,260,000 $2,575,000 

9.12 Render - Batch cooker, 3 tph incl blood drying $2,500,000 $2,000,000 

9.13 Sundry Render Equipment $400,000 $350,000 

9.14 Hides Processing $137,000 $110,000 

9.15 Foetal blood collection $0 $0 

9.16 Plasma blood collection $0 $0 

9.17 Services - Waste Water Effluent - Pre Ponds $550,000 $452,000 

10.00 Services $3,590,000 $3,126,000 

10.01 Mechanical Ventilation $150,000 $125,000 

10.02 Comp. Air and Water Pipe Services $970,000 $786,000 

10.03 Fire Ring Main, Hydrants & Hose Reels $300,000 $275,000 

10.04 Electrical - Site Elec $700,000 $575,000 

10.05 Electrical - Process $1,045,000 $1,000,000 

10.06 Weights / Data / Inventory Control $280,000 $250,000 

10.07 IT Network Connections $45,000 $35,000 

10.08 IT systems/office fit out/cabling/staff canteen $100,000 $80,000 

10.10 Sprinklers for Buildings incl design,  pumps, tanks)

10.11 On site electric power generators

Design & Project Management $3,600,000 $3,290,000 

11.00 Design and Project Management $2,300,000 $2,100,000 

12.00 Construction Insurance $100,000 $90,000 

14.00 Construction Project Management $1,200,000 $1,100,000 

Subtotal $27,975,000 $23,953,000 

Contingency $2,798,000 $2,396,000 

GRAND TOTAL $30,773,000 $26,349,000 
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8.5 Approvals requirements 

 
Table 14 below summarises the types of approvals and permits required to establish and 
operate an abattoir. 
 
Table 14 – Abattoir approvals and permits 
 
 

No. Description Comment Timescale 

2 Development 
Application (DA) – local 
Council 

Requires design drawings to be completed.   Depending 
on the location, it may also require a traffic report to 
identify road safety and usage issues.  It will require a 
letter of endorsement from Tasmanian EPA with 
respect to discharge to air, land and water.  No 
construction activity can start without a DA. 

3 - 12 months 

2 Traffic Report Impact on traffic safety and usage. 4 - 6 weeks 

1 EPA Licence  in each state an abattoir and a render plant are a 
prescribed industry and require an environmental 
licence to operate.  The main concerns are odour and 
effluent disposal in a sustainable manner.  An 
environmental impact statement, or, an environmental 
management plan will be required.  The EPA will issue a 
licence with limits and monitoring conditions. 

6 - 12 months 

4 Building Certificate and 
Occupancy Certificate 

A licensed Building Certifier is required to sign off on 
detailed construction drawings and provide a 
Construction Certificate before construction can 
commence.  This also requires sign off in the:  
structural, mechanical, electrical and hydraulic 
disciplines.  After completion of construction, the 
Building Certifier issues an Occupancy Certificate. 

8 - 10 weeks 

5 State Licence A state licence will be required to operate a food 
processing facility. 

Upon 
application 

6 Australian Quarantine 
Inspection Service 
(AQIS) Establishment 
Number 

Upon completion, AQIS (now Dept of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry) will inspect and if satisfied, issue 
a unique Establishment Number, licensing export to 
certain countries.   

1 -3 months 

7 Ausmeat certification Mandatory under Commonwealth legislation for export 
abattoirs.  Incorporates quality management systems 
and measures for maintaining the reputation and 
quality of Australian export meat products. 

First 12 months 
of operation 
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8 Fire Safety and egress 
issues 

Typically there are three stakeholders relating to fire 
safety: 

1. Insurance underwriter.  Does not issue a permit, but 
may withhold insurance if not satisfied with the design. 

2.  
3. Building Certifier.  Has the discretion to interpret the 

National construction Code. 
 

4. Local Fire Brigade.   Issue of a DA typically requires 
liaison and a letter of endorsement from fire brigade. 

2 - 3 months 

 
The most variable issues relate to selection of the site and environmental design.  A site 
remote from built up areas and houses will have less concerns.  The waste water is treated 
through anaerobic and aerobic ponds, and then irrigated to land to enhance pasture 
growth.  The suitability of the soil and land, and the surrounding water table levels; all have 
an impact.  Because of these issues the timescale involved can be quite involved.  
Consequently site selection should involve experts in abattoir design to achieve the optimal 
balance between:  outcomes, cost and timescale. 
 
Preparing Development Approval applications, detailed design, and construction have 
overlapping timeframes, but a period of 18-24 months should be considered from start to 
finish. 

 

8.6 Operating cost estimation 

 
An operating cost model has been developed for an abattoir of the required scale, 
incorporating similar staffing and capital cost assumptions as outlined above, and capable 
of calculating notional financial performance on the basis of a set of daily prices for the cuts 
of beef available from the product mix available on the island. 
 
Note this is not a financial model, but is principally designed to estimate and compare costs 
and revenues for the purposes of understanding the influence of key variables on overall 
performance of the facility. 
 
The base case operational cost profile is based on a throughput of 31,400 head, the capital 
cost estimate, a permanent staffing level of 91, and estimates for the cost of inputs such as 
gas, electricity and water based on quoted tariffs and industry consumption benchmarks. 
 
Table 15 – Utilities cost estimate parameters 
 

  
 

consumption rate tariff

gas 1926mj/tonne $13/gigajoule

electricity 267 KWh/tonne $0.26/KWh

water 8.7 kl/tonne free
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The costs of different activities such as slaughtering, boning and packaging are then 
distributed on a per carcase or per kg basis throughout separate calculation sheets for each 
cattle type. 
 
Interest and depreciation costs are calculated relative to the capital investment, using a 
straight line depreciation approach, 5% for buildings and infrastructure, and 10% for plant 
and equipment.  An interest rate of 8% is used. 
 
An indicative set of prices paid by Tasmanian abattoirs over the last three years is used to 
calculate the cost of buying cattle according to turnoff rates calculated from the herd 
specification outlined above.  In the base case, the prices currently being paid by JBS 
Longford (according to published daily ‘Grids’) are used as an estimate of what the KI 
abattoir would have to pay to secure cattle. 
 
However, these JBS prices do not include the $112/head freight deduction which is also 
charged on King Island producers, and which the proposed new abattoir would not have to 
levy.   This levy is worth around 10% of the cattle price.   King Island producers are also 
incurring extra costs in selling to JBS Longford relating to shrink (of perhaps 2%) and MSA 
premium losses (unknown). 
 
This means that there is real potential for the King Island abattoir to pay lower prices than 
JBS and still secure the loyalty of the growers.  It should be understood, however, that the 
potential value proposition would need to be shared between the processor and the 
producers who sell their cattle to it.  This value proposition would determine how much of 
an improved price for cattle could be expected if the abattoir business is to be profitable. 
 
Wholesale prices for all the different cuts available from each carcase are entered, as 
derived from quotes and recent discussions with meat distributors.  There is no readily 
available source for price information of this nature, since the market is informal and very 
fluid.  The prices assumed here are very significant inputs to the model. 
 
The model has provision for two sets of wholesale prices to be used.  The first are a set of 
prices based on the assumption that no particular premium is available from the use of the 
King Island name, relative to similar cuts of meat from elsewhere in Tasmania and mainland 
Australia.  These are the ‘Basic prices’ in Scenario 1.  The second set of prices (Scenario 2) 
includes higher ‘Premium’ prices for a small range of cuts under the King Island banner, 
from which the abattoir operator can derive a significant margin. 
 
In the version of the model demonstrated here, these premium prices are applied sparingly, 
and based on our reading of the market.  They are, however, broadly indicative of market 
value. 
 
Basic and Premium prices for the full range of cuts from steers and heifers are illustrated in  
 
Table 16, along with a comparison with typical prices available at the retailer end of the 
chain, and in the ‘hotel and restaurant’ market segment, which illustrate the value captured 
between the wholesale prices and the consumers. 
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Table 16 – Basic and Premium wholesale price settings and consumer prices 
 

 
 
Sales revenues are then calculated and a notional profit/loss calculation for each cattle type 
is made. 
 
A provision for sea-freight cost is made (at 5c/kg cw), to reflect the additional cost of 
delivering containerized product to Melbourne, relative to competitor Tasmanian abattoirs.  
The assumption is that the product must be moved via Devonport, and charged for the full 
distance of the two legs.  If the shipping schedule was changed at some future point to 
allow for the King Island stop on the Devonport-Melbourne leg, then this cost may be 
reduced. 
 
Summary tables illustrate the overall costs and revenues under three model runs with 
different throughput levels, expressed on a per head basis and in annual totals.  
 
Indicative results are shown in the following tables. 
 
 
 
 

Cut Basic Premium Retail H&R

BLADE 4.70$       4.80$       

CHUCK TENDER 5.10$       5.10$       

CHUCK ROLL 4.80$       5.00$       17.50$     

PE BRISKET 4.30$       4.30$       

NE BRISKET -$         -$         12.00$     

CUBE ROLL 15.00$     19.00$     35.00$     50.00$     

RIB FINGERS 3.90$       3.90$       

TRI TIP 5.30$       5.50$       

SHORT RIB 4.00$       5.00$       

INSIDE 5.20$       4.80$       15.00$     

OUTSIDE FLAT 4.60$       4.80$       12.00$     

EYE ROUND 5.60$       5.80$       15.00$     

KNUCKLE 5.20$       5.30$       12.00$     

RUMP 7.50$       10.00$     20.00$     35.00$     

STRIPLOIN 9.00$       15.00$     

TENDERLOIN 18.00$     25.00$     45.00$     100.00$   

SHORTLOINS 11.50$     15.00$     20.00$     40.00$     

TRIM 65 CL 2.55$       3.50$       12.00$     

TRIM 75 CL 3.10$       4.60$       17.00$     

TRIM 85 CL 4.10$       4.60$       17.00$     

FLANK STEAK 5.50$       5.50$       

SHIN 4.90$       5.50$       10.00$     

NECK BONES 2.00$       2.00$       4.00$       

Wholesale price Consumer prices
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Table 17 – Model Run A - Indicative financial performance of abattoir handling 20,000 
head per annum 
 

 

 
 
In this instance, the annual throughput (20,000 head) is too low to generate sufficient 
returns to cover the full fixed cost of the abattoir activity.  When the availability of premium 
prices is assumed, the outcome is improved, but remains firmly negative.  Note that steers 
and heifers make up the full total of 20,000 cattle in this model run. 
 
  

Scenario 1 - no premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy 

grass-fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 20,000 0 0 0 0 20,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $0 $0 $0 $973.88

total operating cost $533 $0 $0 $0 $0 $533.37

Total revenue $1,224 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,223.95

Sales revenue less cost -$283 $0 $0 $0 $0 -$283.29

Results - annual

cattle cost $19,477,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $19,477,500

operating cost $10,667,368 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,667,368

product sales $24,479,099 $0 $0 $0 $0 $24,479,099

Sales revenue less costs -$5,665,768 $0 $0 $0 $0 -$5,665,768

profit/loss as % 

operating cost -53%

Scenario 2 - some premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy 

grass-fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 20,000 0 0 0 0 20,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $0 $0 $0 $973.88

total operating cost $533 $0 $0 $0 $0 $533.37

Total revenue $1,429 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,429.49

Sales revenue less cost -$78 $0 $0 $0 $0 -$77.75

Results - annual

cattle cost $19,477,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $19,477,500

operating cost $10,667,368 $0 $0 $0 $0 $10,667,368

product sales $28,589,854 $0 $0 $0 $0 $28,589,854

Sales revenue less costs -$1,555,014 $0 $0 $0 $0 -$1,555,014

profit/loss as % 

operating cost -15%
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Table 18 - Model Run B - Indicative financial performance of abattoir handling 31,400 head 
per annum 
 

 

 
 
 
In this run, a higher throughput of 31,400 is set, along with the same price assumptions as in 
Model Run A.  Performance results are modestly positive and exceed the virtual break-even 
point when premium prices are assumed to be available in Scenario 2. 
 
This Model Run forms the Base Case for our assessment. 
 
 
  

Scenario 1 - no premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy 

grass-fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 25,000 0 5,500 500 400 31,400

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $677 $480 $829 $912.14

total operating cost $426 $0 $441 $328 $588 $428.78

Total revenue $1,224 $0 $1,092 $756 $1,449 $1,196.19

Sales revenue less cost -$175 $0 -$26 -$52 $32 -$144.73

Results - annual

cattle cost $24,346,875 $0 $3,722,400 $240,229 $331,760 $28,641,264

operating cost $10,638,252 $0 $2,426,409 $163,955 $235,005 $13,463,620

product sales $30,598,874 $0 $6,003,804 $378,160 $579,473 $37,560,311

Sales revenue less costs -$4,386,253 $0 -$145,005 -$26,023 $12,708 -$4,544,573

profit/loss as % 

operating cost -34%

Scenario 2 - some premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy 

grass-fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 25,000 0 5,500 500 400 31,400

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $677 $480 $829 $912.14

total operating cost $426 $0 $441 $328 $588 $428.78

Total revenue $1,429 $0 $1,133 $789 $1,449 $1,367.68

Sales revenue less cost $30 $0 $15 -$19 $32 $26.76

Results - annual

cattle cost $24,346,875 $0 $3,722,400 $240,229 $331,760 $28,641,264

operating cost $10,638,252 $0 $2,426,409 $163,955 $235,005 $13,463,620

product sales $35,737,317 $0 $6,233,800 $394,506 $579,473 $42,945,096

Sales revenue less costs $752,190 $0 $84,992 -$9,678 $12,708 $840,213

profit/loss as % 

operating cost 6%
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Table 19 - Model Run C - Indicative financial performance of abattoir handling 39,000 head 
per annum 
 

  
 
In Model Run C, significantly positive results are generated at a high annual throughput level 
of 39,000 head, and in an environment where premium prices are achievable for quality 
cuts. 
 

8.6.1 Summary of indicative operating results for an integrated abattoir 

 
The modelling undertaken here offers indicative commercial outcomes for a processor, 
rather than a full financial analysis.  The use of the different scenarios illustrates the two key 
variables that will determine success – throughput and the availability of consistently strong 
prices for the quality cuts in the domestic market. 
 
On these results, it appears that viability of a new abattoir and associated marketing 
structure will rely on significant supply commitments by the King Island cattle producers, 

Scenario 1 - no premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy grass-

fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 32,600 0 5,500 500 400 39,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $677 $480 $829 $924.17

total operating cost $398 $0 $413 $308 $551 $400.49

Total revenue $1,207 $0 $1,057 $781 $1,449 $1,183.02

Sales revenue less cost -$165 $0 -$32 -$7 $68 -$141.64

Results - annual

cattle cost $31,748,325 $0 $3,722,400 $240,229 $331,760 $36,042,714

operating cost $12,974,881 $0 $2,269,702 $154,072 $220,426 $15,619,079

product sales $39,353,954 $0 $5,813,724 $390,665 $579,473 $46,137,815

Sales revenue less costs -$5,369,252 $0 -$178,378 -$3,635 $27,288 -$5,523,978

profit/loss as % 

operating cost -35%

Scenario 2 - some premium prices

cattle type
trade steers and 

heifers

heavy grass-

fed
trade cows boner cows bulls total

cattle numbers 32,600 0 5,500 500 400 39,000

Results - per head

total cattle cost $974 $0 $677 $480 $829 $924.17

total operating cost $398 $0 $413 $308 $551 $400.49

Total revenue $1,429 $0 $1,098 $842 $1,449 $1,375.41

Sales revenue less cost $58 $0 $9 $54 $68 $50.75

Results - annual

cattle cost $31,748,325 $0 $3,722,400 $240,229 $331,760 $36,042,714

operating cost $12,974,881 $0 $2,269,702 $154,072 $220,426 $15,619,079

product sales $46,601,461 $0 $6,038,968 $421,187 $579,473 $53,641,089

Sales revenue less costs $1,878,256 $0 $46,867 $26,886 $27,288 $1,979,296

profit/loss as % 

operating cost 13%
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and the ability to withstand competitive pressures from other processors seeking to source 
quality King Island cattle. 
 
Model Run B, the base case, shows a virtual break-even position on steady throughput of 
31,400 head, on the assumption that the ability to brand the quality cuts as King Island Beef 
has been attained. 
 
It should be noted that these results are fairly conservative in that the cattle buying price is 
set at levels that theoretically allow the producers to return to the price levels they achieved 
when there was a processor on the Island.   In reality, the producers may have to share some 
of this recaptured value with the abattoir in order to ensure its commercial security. 
 

8.7 Risk analysis 

A simple SWOT analysis is presented below to summarise the risk profile for a new 
development. 
 
Strengths: 

 High quality product 

 Well known beef product name in domestic market 

 Known location as source for quality, green, clean food 
 
Weaknesses: 

 Remoteness means a higher costs structure for the abattoir versus many other 
processors (primarily due to sea freight restrictions). This also affects some key costs 
such as electricity, gas (fuel), packaging, specialist service contractors, outbound 
freight. 

 Very small scale of production versus Tasmanian and many mainland processors 

 Limited production cannot support a large market - any market opportunity must be 
a limited niche market as supply is small and limited. 

 Limited labour supply 

 Reliance on King Island cattle supply; inability to access supply from other 
climatically diverse production areas as most other abattoirs can.  
 

Opportunities: 

 Local processing would eliminate live sea freight and associated costs currently paid 
by the producer to move cattle from farm to a Tasmanian processor. 

 Local processing would maximize MSA scores and meat quality premiums to 
producers 

 Local production would eliminate any animal welfare issues created by the need to 
move all slaughter ready cattle off the island 

 Alternative marketing strategies involving the producers retaining control or 
ownership over the product until later in the supply chain, and obtaining a greater 
margin 

 Growth in premium beef demand in SE Asia and China where an expanding wealthy 
class are able to afford prime beef cuts, if marketed effectively. 

 Potential greater utilization of the carcass. 
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Threats: 

 Breakup of any producer alliance (or expected loyalty) and consequent reduced 
abattoir  throughput (and so higher unit cost) due to improved net returns offered 
by Tasmanian processors 

 Competitor response in purchasing cattle off the island and consequent reduced 
abattoir throughput (and so higher unit cost.  Cost structure not competitive with 
similar premium product processors (even with alternative market strategy) 

 Ability to economically market such a small volume 

 Reduction in cattle supply if King Island has a bad season, and inability to 
economically purchase slaughter ready cattle from off the island.  

 Normal threats of A$, export or international beef prices, recession in Australia or 
internationally, resulting in a decline in premium beef prices 

 Sourcing labour from such a small labour pool 
 

9 Business Model 

 

9.1 An abattoir or a new supply chain? 

 
The best means of regaining a significant improvement over current prices available to King 
Island producers, and a return to previous price levels, is through the re-establishment of an 
abattoir on the Island itself.  A local processor would be able to offer better prices than the 
competition, and return the cattle market to the type of price levels that were the norm 
before the JBS plant closure. 
 
In order for such a facility to succeed as a business, however, a great deal of attention would 
be needed to its ownership structure, financial structure and downstream product supply 
chain.  In order to overcome the geographical disadvantages of the King Island location, a 
new abattoir would need to be developed as part of a robust new supply chain, focused on 
sustainable growth markets and the ability to capture the value inherent in the ‘King Island’ 
name.  The abattoir should be seen simply as a piece of core (albeit expensive) infrastructure 
in a complex competitive chain. 
 
Some key features of such a supply chain would be: 
 
A resilient marketing strategy 
 
The main asset of the product is the value inherent in the King Island name.  In Australia, the 
name creates an expectation of clean, green quality beef product.  It has less impact in the 
international market, and this remains a potential strength, but also a major risk.  The 
investors will require a very clear means of placing the higher value products at premium 
prices into both the domestic and international markets.  Markets for all lower value 
products will be equally important. 
 
The most obvious international growth market for Australian beef is China, where meat 
consumption is growing very rapidly.  However the market for premium clean, green beef 
cuts in that country is probably very small relative to the market for more basic products.   
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It will therefore be equally important to cultivate the Australian taste for King Island values, 
and find the means to meet that demand while retaining as much of the value-add as 
possible.  Given the alliances between the major supermarkets and competing processors, 
second level retail strategies may be the key to success. 
 
 
Strong competitive appetite 
 
The investors will need to withstand strong competitive responses from existing processors 
who depend on King Island product both as a source of cattle to maintain throughput and as 
a source of premium offerings from which to extract profits. 
 
A King Island abattoir will need to be able to maintain steady supply of cattle under strong 
price pressure from competitors, who are already working with local producers to attain 
their future loyalty in advance of a new investment.  While this outcome is positive for 
producers in the short term, producers and investors will need to resist competitors for the 
long term. 
 
To achieve this, there must be significant points of difference between the King Island 
business model and those of the competitors. 
 
Favourable ownership structure 
 
Asian, and, in particular, Chinese investors are aggressively targeting Australian food 
production assets in their pursuit of food security as their protein demand grows.  Such 
investors who have access to existing local market supply lines would be logical partners for 
King Island producers. 
 
All successful abattoir companies have strong marketing teams.  In this instance, it may be 
more appropriate for the business to be a King Island cattle raising and meat marketing 
business, with an abattoir as a key asset. 
 
The ongoing independence of the business is paramount.  It will be important for the 
abattoir asset to be ‘protected’ via its governance arrangements for the intended purpose of 
supporting the King Island beef industry.  The structure of the new business should 
therefore be such that makes it difficult to sell to competitor processors where this carries 
the risk of future closure, as has already been observed. 
 
Producer  support  
 
An abattoir will need the capacity to rely on the long term loyalty of a large proportion of 
King Island cattle producers to ensure continuity of supply.  Producers are generally attuned 
to comparing competing ‘prices on the day’ and making sales accordingly.  The investors will 
need to consider a range of means for ‘locking in’ producer loyalty so that producers use 
their local processor regardless of daily price competition and the short term incentives 
offered by competitors. 
 
Some form of shareholding in the business held by local producers would appear to be the 
best means of ensuring and rewarding ongoing support. 
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9.2 Potential for change to the Island herd profile 

 
A successful operation of the nature described in Section 9.1 above would offer the chance 
for the King Island beef industry to reorient itself around the new supply chain.  One such 
opportunity is for the production model to move more towards fattening than breeding.  
This would capitalise on the grass-growing advantages of the island, and allow for less bulls 
and cows to be carried. 
 
Breeding functions may be better managed on mainland Tasmania or Victoria for various 
reasons.  The transfer by sea of young animals for fattening would not be time-critical and 
could be managed when conditions are favourable and available rates competitive. 
 

9.3 Alternative to a King Island abattoir 

The key to improved financial conditions for the King Island producers lies with improved 
access to processing services within a supply chain that maximises their share in the value of 
the King Island name.  If the investor market proves unresponsive to a local abattoir 
development opportunity, there are other means of achieving this end. 
 
It may also be beneficial to investigate the potential for development of a new supply chain 
for King Island products to compete with the Tasmanian processors. 
 
The development of a partnership between producers and a Victorian abattoir would serve 
to increase competitiveness between operators, and potentially increase the sales prices 
available to producers.  Live animals can be landed at both Melbourne and Portland.  There 
are independent processors in Melbourne, as well as Midfield Meats at Warrnambool, which 
is 100km east of Portland and 280km west of Melbourne. 
 
The advantage of this type of option is a probable reduction in overall freight costs, although 
this may not be significant in view of the dependence on TFES rebates for any Bass Strait 
shipping. 

 

10 Future directions 

10.1 Investor attraction implication 

 
The preference for developing a new integrated supply chain, rather than simply an abattoir, 
calls for a nuanced approach to investment attraction.  The type of investor with the 
experience and wherewithal to develop and manage a dynamic marketing chain in 
partnership with a producer group, may not be easily found.  There could be a role for state 
agencies to assist in the search for investors, and to help stakeholders develop the necessary 
business model. 
 
If stakeholders decide to proceed with this approach, it will be important to flesh out a 
conceptual business model incorporating a shareholding structure which fulfills the aim of 
securing long term producer support.   
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10.2 Business Models 

 
There are several business models that could be explored to achieve this aim, including: 
 

10.2.1   Two-part shareholdings 

 
A company structure could involve a system of A and B-class shareholdings, where the King 
Island producers are B-class shareholders with control over the overall strategic 
management of the company, though not the day to day marketing and slaughtering 
operations of the company.  The A class shareholders would include the financiers and 
managers of the marketing and abattoir operating arms of the company.   
 
This type of structure would mimic some aspects of the structure set up for the privatization 
of Australian Wheat Board, under which farmer shareholders took up B-class shareholdings 
that gave them the voting power over the future of the ‘export single desk’ power, which 
was the main strategic asset of the new AWB company.  Grain growers qualified for 
ownership of these shares through selling some or all of their grain to the company. 
 
Alternative versions of this basic structure could include one under which the abattoir itself 
was set up under a different company to the marketing arm, which would buy cattle, sell 
product, and contract the abattoir company to slaughter, bone and package the product.  In 
this model, the marketing company would be based in Melbourne, from where it would also 
manage relationships with partner companies undertaking wholesale and manufacturing 
services etc to prepare product for the local and international end-users. 
 
In a model of this nature, the operational risks related to slaughter and boning (eg staffing 
costs, equipment, energy costs) would lie with the abattoir operating arm, while the 
marketing company would manage cattle supply, manufacturing, value-adding and global 
product distribution. 
 

10.2.2   Co-operative structure 

 
A co-operative structure is one means of gaining such loyalty, and offers some potential 
advantages.  Co-operatives have a long and successful history in Australian agriculture, and 
have usually been a sound means for producers to retain control over their produce for part 
of its journey through the supply chain.  The most prominent co-operative in Australia at 
present is Western Australian grain handler and marketer CBH Group, the last remaining 
locally owned exporter in the Australian grains industry.  There is also one substantial 
Australian abattoir run as a co-operative, Northern Co-operative Meat Company at Casino, 
NSW. 
 
Co-operatives, however, do not always sit well in the free market landscape, and are often 
beset by tension between management and shareholders.  Management seeks the freedom 
to respond to changing competitive conditions, while shareholders and co-operative rules 
often favour the status quo.  Co-operatives have some tax advantages, but also face more 
difficulty in capital raising etc than more nimble company structures. 
 
A co-operative structure in this instance would also not address the issue of raising the initial 
capital needed to develop an abattoir. 
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10.2.3   Joint venture company 

 
An alternative model would be to form a joint venture between a producer/marketing group 
and a major retailer, or supermarket, specifically to capture the benefits of the King Island 
name in the domestic market.   Abattoir services could be contracted on a ‘service kill’ basis 
by the JV company. 
 
As with other models, this would necessitate a formal business entity being created to 
consolidate the supply of cattle on behalf of producers who participated. 
 
A more modest version of this structure could involve a joint venture with one of the 
existing processors in Tasmania or Victoria, to lock in the supply of King Island cattle on 
more favourable terms than can be achieved by producers as individual sellers in the current 
free market. 
 

10.3 Next steps 

 
A pre-cursor to any efforts to attract investors in an abattoir should therefore be a program 
to explore the potential for co-operation between producers under a share-holding model 
as outlined above.  There would need to be a significant number of producers, representing 
a large proportion of the total industry, agreeing in principle to participate in a company 
structure.   
 
There could be key roles for the state, the King Island Council and the beef industry 
representative groups to gauge the level of producer support and help producers initiate 
this process. 
 

 

10.3.1  Recommendations for further investigation 

 
The next stage of this investigation should include detailed analysis of the options for 
producers to capture more of the value of their ‘brand’, through more innovative 
engagement with key marketing and supply chain players. 
 
The various means by which King Island producers could consolidate a level of ‘guaranteed’ 
supply to assist potential investing partners should also be explored.  Additional research 
and consideration into a strategic approach by the producers with assistance from all state, 
regional and local agencies with a stake in the outcome could be undertaken. 
 
Issues for proposed investigation include: 
 

 assess alternative commercial and legal structures through which producers could 
consolidate cattle supply for marketing and processing purposes, and recommend a 
preferred model 
 

 develop a draft Memorandum of Understanding that producers wishing to 
participate in efforts to consolidate supply and ultimately attract investors could 
sign to demonstrate clear intent 
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 develop and assess a range of potential business models for achieving the most 
appropriate commercial relationship between producers, marketers and processing 
functions as a precursor to an investor attraction effort 
 

 design an investment attraction plan, including identification of investor groups best 
suited to the proposed business model and prepare documentation supporting the 
plan 
 

 leverage existing state and regional trade and development agencies to maximise 
assistance in the creation of an improved supply chain, including marketing and 
infrastructure assistance 
 

 co-ordinate investment attraction initiatives with any opportunities under the 
Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme so as to provide maximum available net 
benefit to King Island producers, in view of the proposed business model and 
investment attraction process 

 


